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Vision
To become the first choice of students and a 
Superior educational institute of Pakistan.

Values

Mission
We are committed to transform the lives of our students by 
providing them a Superior Learning Experience through our Plan 
IQ & EQ that enables them to lead a meaningful and rewarding life.

* Student Success
* Excellence
* Innovation & Creativity
* Team Work
* Agility
* Fairness

In the year 2000 when the world was preparing to meet 
challenges of a new millennium, South Asian Educational 
Promotion Network (SAEPN) was making plans to develop 
educational facilities in Pakistan. The foundation of Superior 
education was laid by the honorable Chairman Superior Group, 
Prof. Dr. Ch. Abdul Rehman in 2000. With the very outset of 
Superior College of Commerce, we secured over 1,000 
admissions which doubled in the next year. Superior reputation 
and standard of facilitation expanded to College of 
Accountancy, College of Law and continuous opening of new 
college campuses across the entire province of Punjab. 
With the inception of this widespread group of colleges, we are 
the fastest growing institute of Pakistan. We are an Emotionally 
Intelligent Institute helping individuals to explore themselves 
and influence others for shared goals. We are not only 
producing best intellect in students through our plan IQ but 
also making them emotionally intelligent with our plan EQ, 
which in turn gives them the courage to make the world smile 
by adding value in peoples’ lives.
Superior group is striving hard to achieve the very mission of 
initiators. Our mission of making Superior University recognized 
by famous international academic institutions lead us to this 
time when Superior University is affiliated with more than 70 
international universities. With nearly 500 campuses of 
Superior Colleges, Spirit Schools & Superior University, we are 
close to become the best choice educational network of 
students and to finally build an economically Superior Pakistan. 

WHAT
AREWE

Our Superior Identity Envisioning a
Superior Pakistan



WE LOVE SUPERIOR



Glancing through the Academic possibilities in Pakistan, I believe Educational Excel-
lence is the best strategy to strengthen our national identity. 21st century revolves 
around innovating uniqueness, and Superior is creating hope by encouraging new 
ideas to bring smiles through facilitation. 
Focusing on IQ and EQ gives a chance to explore logics and discover yourself from 
within. 
We empower our students to work hard, be optimistic and live life to the maximum. 
We have a congenial environment to make them learn the subtle art of decision 
making, opportunity seeking and become job creators instead of job seekers. Our 
entrepreneurial eco-system encourages and trains them to create their own destiny. 
I love to create real Superheroes. My team Superior is full of such amazing people 
who have always been doing the impossible. I invite you  to the most memorable ed-
ucational experience of your life empowered with attributes of optimism, risk taking, 
decision making & living for others attitude. We will transform your life and give you 
a chance to become a Superhero who is a catalyst of change. Join the family and 
let’s work for a Superior Pakistan.

TheChampion 
of Emotional

INTELLIGENCE

He
knows

how
to

turn
Human

Resource
into

Human
Capital

Ph.D Human Resource Management (UK)
A Serial Entrepreneur

Expert & Strategist of Emotional Intelligence
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Our Academic 
Excellence

The Story of
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PLAN IQ
Teaching & Learning
Methodology

Internationalization @
Superior

PLAN EQ
Preparation for Success 
in Life and Career

Our way to Say
Well done

LMS
Superior Learning 
Management System

The Superior College
Network

Superior Provides 
State of the Art Facilities 
& Modern Labs

College Discipline

Your Superior Journey
Starts Here...

Conquering 
the World with

Smiles



OUR ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE

Turning
Mirrors into
Windows
The Superior Group is embodiment of continuous 
improvement, expansion and unmatchable 
excellence. Since its inception, The Superior 
Group of Colleges has gained a great reputation 
of being first choice institute of students and 
parents alike. While province wide presence of 
Superior Colleges throughout Punjab is a great 
proof of SGC being the Fastest Growing Network.
To reach new levels of Academic Excellence, we 
now have a more elaborated strategy helping our 
students fulfill their dreams through following 
major steps:
 

• Establishment of indigenous SGC Academic Wing ‘PD 
Secretariat’ for academic support of outstation 
campuses

• Amalgamation of  international study practices in 
courses 

• Study plan fitted to both types of students i.e. Super 
heroes and Elite students

• Term wise preparation plan
• Extensive Assessment plan (141 Assessments) 
• Uniformity of Academic curriculum throughout the 

Superior Group
• Best examination system based on
 - Pre-Session tests
 - Monthly Tests
 - Assessment Exam
 - Phase Tests
 - Topper and Guaranteed Test Series
 - Pre-Board Exam
• In Time Completion of Syllabus
• Preparation for ECAT, MCAT, NUST, PIEAS, GIKI and 

AGA KHAN University

The Academic Excellence 
plan has brought a great 
success including big 
achievements in our 
Entry Test Program. 
More than 
15763 students 
are enrolled in 
Engineering Universities 
& more than 
11235 students 
are enrolled in 
Medical Colleges and 
Universities.

Success is 
all about Numbers
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Superior Group of Colleges has an exclusive study Plan based on polishing 
students’ IQ (Intelligence Quotient). It’s established through international 
research findings that success in life depends 80% on EQ and 20% on IQ. We 
at Superior believe in striking a due balance between IQ & EQ so that our 
students never lack in any required training for a successful life. 
Serving the purpose of monitoring whether students have prepared for month 
wise due course or not, first monthly tests are taken. We complete 15% of 
syllabus through regular classes prior to monthly test. 35% of syllabus is 
taught before second monthly test after which teachers decide whether the 
students are ready for first Assessment exam or not. They also get trained for 
paper presentations.
60% syllabus is taught before 2nd Assessment Exam in which we assess our 
students’ abilities of paper presentation, time management, and Topper 
competition. On the basis of this result, Parent Teacher Meetings are held. In 
case of unsuccessful candidates, corrective measures are taken for students 
with weak results while exclusive classes are started for bright students. 
Superior Plan IQ is market leader in terms of its unique emphasis on students’ 
learning abilities. We start “Topper Test Series” for high achievers and 
“Guaranteed Test Series” for students who require a bit of more effort to 
succeed. 100% of syllabus is covered before these tests. 
As the output of this rigorous study plan, a final assessment is made to 
determine whether students are ready to appear in the final Board Exam or 
not. 

TEACHING 
& LEARNING 
METHODOLOGY

PLAN IQ Your Academic 
Superiority

counts a lot
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Plan EQ is an elaborative system to organize and execute events of recreational yet 
personality development nature. A wide range of curricular and co-curricular activities has 
been designed for the students to strengthen their IQ and EQ. Since, IQ (Intelligent Quotient) 
helps an individual get a job, EQ teaches you how to be successful in your life. EQ helps 
students develop self-awareness, self-management, social interaction and relationship 
management. From the early years of our college students, we keenly focus on training them 
not only for academic success but for the entire life. Following are the main features of our 
Plan EQ. 

PLAN EQ

PREPARING FOR
SUCCESS IN
LIFE & CAREER

Making You Emotionally
Superior
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SUPERIOR MINI TRIPS
Mini Trips are organized to enhance students’ social interaction, 
leadership qualities, healthy recreational skills and strong emotional 
bank account. This activity makes students self-directive in shaping 
their future. From educational tours to industrial or historical sites, 
these tours are highly valued in terms of experiencing the ground 
realities. To refresh our students and give them a relaxing break from 
hectic studies, recreational tours to exotic & lush spots are taken on 
yearly basis. Superior tours mark an enjoyable event in lives of 
students.

DEBATE COMPETITIONS
Debate Competitions polish our students’ communication skills, 
argumentative sensibility and tolerance over clash of opinionated 
differences. Debate Competitions enable students to reach higher levels of 
thinking, problem solving abilities and overall academic performance. At 
Superior College we often hold debate competitions which teach our 
students good research & presentation techniques. Students extensively 
study to prepare for these competitions which certainly add to their 
knowledge bank. Versatility of debate topics also strengthens youth’s 
wisdom and makes them really good communicators for future. 

SUPERIOR NIGHTS: FUN FILLED 
TALENT SHOW

Superior Nights are held to enhance our students’ creative skills and 
boost their self confidence. This fun-filled event is a way to develop a 
strong liaison between students and teachers. To add more value of 

cooperation and network building, senior and junior students also get 
closer in terms of idea sharing and joint performances. The overall 

environment and ambiance of Superior Nights is unforgettable for its 
fun, liveliness and creativity. 

QUIZ COMPETITIONS: 
PRODUCING GENIUSES

Quiz Competitions are the mind games designed on topics of general knowledge as well as of 
study courses & syllabus material. Superior teachers extensively work on quizzes as a technique 

to help students better understand their lessons and learn the art of answering accordingly. 
Secondly, learning objectives are very easily measured to let teachers identify whether students 

are grasping the knowledge & theories in right direction or not.
In terms of minimum time countdown, quiz competitions spark up memory triggers when 

students answer in a blink of eye. The variety of topics enriches students’ knowledge while its 
practice produces real geniuses. The sense of competition in quizzes also enhances the spirit for 

high achievements. 

Living the Moments with Style

Developing
a Superior

Family

Discover an 
Entertainer 
in you

Winning through
Communication

Investing in 
Knowledge
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SUPERIOR LEARNING 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS)
TO ENHANCE THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE OF 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 

Superior Learning Management System is a web-based application 
to provide educational resources and a centralized source of 
education for students and information for parents. 
The learning contents are available on LMS that enable our students 
to access study material from anywhere, anytime.
LMS is user friendly and also allowing multiple users login 
simultaneously. Students can get complete learning material i.e. 
notes and files from their LMS logins, which eliminates hassle of data 
sharing through heavy file transfers via emails or USBs. LMS has 
been provided to all Superior students all across the group of 
colleges which has greatly improved the performance of students in 
class as well as in exams. 
LMS has effectively minimized paper work and workload of teachers. 
It’s a sure sign of cost effective technology up-gradation which is 
facilitating students and parents with its efficient effective reporting 
system.
LMS has provided a complete solution to students’ all problems 
where they had no single page profile available earlier and had high 
chances of errors in manual reports/ result cards. While now hectic 
work of teaching staff has been smooth lined, data has been 
transferred to a secure medium. Operational compliance with head 
office has been better and DAR&DAS are being maintained on 
regular basis.

LMS has 
provided a 

complete 
solution to 

students’ all 
problems like 

chances of 
errors in manual 

reports/ result 
cards

Lead. 
Manage. 
Succeed.

Our 
Uniqueness
Features of Superior 
College Learning 
Management System 
•	 Single	page	student	profile	for	complete	

details of notices/ alerts, fee, academic 
and Attendance results & record.

• Single entry reports generation.

• Accuracy in all types of reports.

• SMS alerts to parents and students 
for each entry of absentee, results, 
fee dates/submission and college 
announcements.
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SUPERIOR PROVIDES STATE 
OF THE ART FACILITIES & 
MODERN LABS 

COMPUTER LABS
At every Superior College, we have purpose built modern 
labs for practicing the knowledge being learnt. We have a 
keen emphasis on making our students know how the 
systems they read theoretically do work practically.  
To help our youth develop interest in IT & Computer Science, 
we have Computer Labs with latest versions of computers. 
Expert computer teachers and practitioners guide & train our 
students in proper usage and implications of computers. 

SUPERIOR CAFÉ
Café is always a place of refreshment and entertainment for 
having breaks during strenuous academic routine. The 
Superior Colleges Cafes are:
• Spacious and clean
• Well-lit and have variety of food items
• Having LCDs for students’ entertainment and news updates 

SCIENCE LABS 
Superior Colleges have built modern Science Labs where 
students practice theories of Biology, Chemistry and Physics. 
Expert Lab Attendants and teachers help them do 
experiments and learn practical side of science subjects by 
applying the science formulas. We believe that these labs are 
the base camps of future expert doctors, engineers & 
researchers. So we have provided latest equipment, training 
and practical facility and also hygienically safe & hazard free 
lab rooms/ compounds in our colleges. 

LIBRARY
A library is an integral part of any educational institution. 
Libraries at different campuses of Superior Group of Colleges 
have congenial and peaceful environment and are equipped 
with hundreds of books on different subjects i.e. Commerce, 
Business, Management, IT & Computer Science, Medicine, 
Engineering, Arts and Literature, Reference Materials, Local 
and International Journals, Newspapers, Magazines etc.

TRANSPORT FACILITY 
The Superior students are looked after with provision of modern, comfortable and well managed transport facility. We understand that public transportation facilities are 
not sufficient as per population in almost all urban and rural areas. Public buses are not even comfortable and are highly time bound which bothers students by 
extending their scheduled travel time. Thus, according to the city needs, number of coasters & buses of Superior Colleges run errands to pick & drop students. 

Taking you and your Dreams Together
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Hasnain Sarwar
1st Position Lahore Board 
192337 (Boys)

Malaika Rasheed
1st Position Lahore Board 
174976 (Girls)

Muhammad Awais
1015 1st Position
Sargodha Board
2810 Engineering Group

Mubashir Majeed Mirza
970 Overall 2nd Position
Multan Board 
21238 Commerce Group

Mubashir Majeed Mirza
970 1st Position
Multan Board among Boys
21238 Commerce Group

Waqar Akhtar 
950 1st Position
Multan Board
17483 General Science Group

Adeel Mushtaq 
914 2nd Position
Faisalabad Board
119006 Commerce Group

Bushra Anwar 
966 2nd Position
Lahore Board
45069 Commerce Group

Sarooj Ahmed
1026 Overall 1st Position 
Multan Board among Girls
1021 Medical Group

Amlish Bilal Gondal 
1026 Overall 1st Position
Sargodha Board
637 All Groups

Jahanzeb
952 2nd Position
Lahore Board
57477 Commerce Group

Shahnaz Bashir
973 1st Position
Lahore Board
45070 Commerce Group Waheed Ur Rehman

926 1st Position
Faisalabad Board
119005 Commerce Group

Syeda Maryam 
918 3rd Position
Sargodha Board
26726 Commerce Group

Kinza Hussain
899 2nd Position
Sargodha Board
5239 General Science Group

Muhammad Irshad 
1003 2nd Position
Sargodha Board
2854 Pre-Engineering Group

Naveed Abbas
891 3rd Position
Sargodha Board
26342 Commerce Group

Amlish Bilal Gondal
1026 1st Position
Sargodha Board
637 Medical Groups

Saif Ur Rehman
999 3rd Position
Sargodha Board
668 Medical Group

Saud Ahmad
1019 3rd Position
Lahore Board
18129 Pre-Engineering Group

Sarooj Ahmed
1026 Overall 1st Position
Multan Board
1021 All Groups

THE STORY OF
SUPERIORITY
CONTINUES... Muhammad Ali Haider

1st Position
Faisalabad Board
Commerce

BILAL AHMED HAIDER
1st Position 
Gujranwala Board
FSC Eng.

AYESHA BAKHTAWAR
1st Position
Sargodha Board
Commerce

ASMA ASLAM
2nd Position
Sargodha Board
Commerce

M. Haris Malook
1st Position
Sargodha Board
Commerce

Mazhar Fareed
2nd Position
Sahiwal Board
CommerceTooba Maryam

2nd Position
Sargodha Board
Pre-Engineering

Rabia Sarfaraz
1st Position
Faisalabad Board
General Science

Zunaira Batool
3rd Position
Faisalabad Board
General Science

Aneeqa Fareed
1st Position
Multan Board
General Science

Javeria Liaqat
2nd Position
Multan Board
General Science

Hafiz M Ajmal Saleem
1st Position
Bahawalpur Board
Overall Group

Hafiz M Ajmal Saleem
3rd Position
Bahawalpur Board
Pre-Medical

Shagufta Parveen
3rd Position
Bahawalpur Board
Commerce

Aqsa Bano
1st Position
Bahawalpur Board
General Science

Umar  Aslam
1st Position
Sargodha Board
General Science

Larab Aslam
2nd Position
Sargodha Board
Commerce

Sana
3rd Position
Sargodha Board
Commerce

Muhammad Rizwan
2nd Position
Sargodha Board
Pre-Engineering

Sahar Munir
1st Position
Sargodha Board
Humanities 

Muhammad Tayyab
2nd Position
Sargodha Board
Humanities 

Nimra Khan
1st Position
Sargodha Board
General Science

Ahsan Nadeem
1st Position
Faisalabad Board
Commerce

Muhammad Hasnain
2nd Position
Faisalabad Board
Commerce

Ali Murtaza
3rd Position
Sahiwal Board
Commerce

Daniyal Asghar
3rd Position
Bahawalpur Board
General Science

Asma Farhat
3rd Position
Faisalabad Board
Pre-Engineering

Momina Saleem
2nd Position
Gujranwala Board
General Science

SUMIAYA TASAWAR
3rd Position
Sargodha Board
Commerce

JUNAID ASLAM
1st Position
Sargodha Board
General Science

HAFIZ M. SAEED ZIA
2nd Position
Sargodha Board
General Science

NOREEN AYESHA
1st Position
Sargodha Board
General Science

NIMRA
3rd Position
Sargodha Board
General Science

HAMZA ASRAR KHALID
3rd Position
Sargodha Board
General Science

HAMZA ASRAR KHALID
3rd Position
Sargodha Board
General Science

NOREEN AYESHA
1st Position
Sargodha Board
Overall Group

HAMZA SALEEM 
1st Position
Bahawalpur Board
Commerce

HAMZA SALEEM 
1st Position
Bahawalpur Board
Commerce

QAZI M. BABAR RASOOL
2nd Position
Sargodha Board 
FSC Eng.

M. UBAID ULLAH SHEIKH
2nd Position
Sargodha Board 
FSC Med

 KOMAL SAEED 
3rd Position
Sargodha Board
Commerce

JAMILA MUNIR 
3rd Position
Sahiwal Board 
Humanities

JAHNZAIB TAHIR
3rd Position
Faisalabad Board 
Commerce
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Superior gives
you exposure
21st century has brought new revolu-
tions in the field of education as Inter-
nationalization has grown in its scope, 
scale and importance. We at Superior 
support, encourage and provide the 
best opportunities to our students 
for learning and sharing knowledge 
across the borders. The amalgamation 
of the 7 continents has made it much 
easier now for students to pursue their 
dreams and attain a foreign degree 
which holds greatest charm for their 
future prospects. Cross border edu-
cation exchange, and campus based 
internationalization strategies contrib-
ute to the development of individuals, 
institutions, nations, and the world at 
large.

SUPERIORINTERNATIONALIZATION @ 

A DREAM YOU DREAM ALONE IS ONLY A DREAM.
A DREAM YOU DREAM TOGETHER IS REALITY

Split Degree Program Erasmus +

EURIE

Student Exchange

Faculty Exchange

Joint Publications

International Conferences

International Trainings

WorkshopsExploring Cultures

Sites & Sceneries

Enjoying  Cuisines

Traditional Heritage

Witnessing Artistic Architecture

Connecting with history

International Presence Across Globe

Experiencing Wonders of the World
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Exploring the  World 
Developing Superiority

In 2016, Chairman The     
Superior Group Prof. Dr. 
Ch. Abdul Rehman came up 
with a revolutionary training 
program aiming at creating 
leaders with entrepreneurial 
mindset and team building. 
Encapsulated in a lavish va-
cation, a rigorous seven day 
training program “Entrepre-
neurial Mindset in Action” 
was held in Malaysia. 80 
Superior executives were 
taken to this all expenses 
paid learning tour. Under 
the dynamic leadership, Su-
perior executives explored 
cultural interactions and ed-
ucational developments in 
Malaysia. To extend Superior 
continental connections, two 
MOUs were signed between 
top universities of Malaysia 
and the Superior University.

In the year 2017, “Superior 
Business Excellence Confer-
ence” was held in Turkey. This 
time, more than a hundred Su-
perior executives participated 
in this 10-days life changing 
training program. This is how 
we are investing big on turning 
our human resource into human 
capital. Such a keen focus on 
continuous team development 
and equal opportunity provision 
is the distinction of Superior 
Group only. 
Superior international tours are 
marked with the magic of friend-
ship, love, affection, leadership 
attributes & teamwork. This 
tradition of world exploration is 
driving force behind our creativi-
ty, transformation and unstoppa-
ble growth. This is how we stand 
Superior among competitors and 
raise future generation of Super-
heroes. 
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OUR WAY 
TO SAY

WELL DONE

Smiling, Serving & Growing Together

Superior Group is known for its phenomenal success in the shortest time span of 18 years. The ever increasing 
higher standard of quality education is the hallmark of Superior established by its superheroes. Since the year 

2000 till today, our team has been doing miracles. The secret of our success lies primarily in our brilliant leader-
ship and his core team.

The Chairman Superior Group Prof. Dr. Ch. Abdul Rehman has a vision for developing human resource into 
human capital. His untiring guidance through continuous training & development has indeed turned the team into 
irreplaceable capital of the group. A unity in the team, continuous growth opportunities, ever developing skill-set 

and hard work has leaded us to reach new heights of personal and professional success. The spirit of recogni-
tion and rewarding the talent is one of the Superior principles. The generous Superior rewards make us proud at 

the legacy of future leadership development.

Superior Excellence Awards: 
A Legacy of Leadership Development
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE LAHORE
Superior College Lahore is a landmark institute of quality education, homelike feasible study environment, world class college facilities and trainers like teachers to help you get not 
only educationally qualified but gain lifelong values.  Situated at the centric location of Kalma Chowk, Lahore campus is very easily reachable from any point or distance in the city. 
The study culture at Superior College Lahore is reflective of pure Superior values and mission of ‘facilitating Superior human beings’. This is a place where students learn the art of 
living wholeheartedly and with a ‘sense of purpose’. 
‘Excellence’ is achieved in academics, co-curricular and recreational activities. ‘Team work’ is learnt through sports and team building adventurous tours to the national and inter-
national destinations. ‘Creativity & innovation’ is enhanced through opportunities of working on skill-based projects while ‘reward for performance’ is ensured at every success to 
boost a passion for winning. 
The students at college know the fact their teachers care about them which makes them feel honored, protected and valued. Superior guides its students to go confidently in 
directions of their dreams and empower them with the spirit to live the life they had only imagined.

When you enter Superior you just know yourself. But after that you laugh, cry, play, compete, respect and love each other because you have become Superior with your actions.
The quest for learning never ends here; it keeps on taking new interesting levels via practical labs, projects and assignments. The overall emotionally intelligent environment allows 
laughters and friendships to make the campus life a memorable phase of life. We believe that due to these characteristics and highly dedicated experienced faculty members, 
Superior College Lahore has brought us academic positions in Lahore board. Our hard working teachers and willing students together won these laurels for the group. We aim and 
prosper to keep the same history of excellence intact in future as well. 
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE LAHORE 
(MULTAN ROAD/HANJARWAL CAMPUS)
Involved in the mission striving towards excellence as a fountainhead of new ideas and innovation in education. Superior College Hanjarwal established in 2017 is committed in its 
mission. Furthermore, in creating an ambience of professional development, we strive to provide a unique setting for stimulating creative thoughts which ensure that every student 
who graduates remains committed to society. We emphasize on co-curricular and extracurricular activities along with best possible educational facilities through our plan IQ & plan 
EQ.
Reputed for the outstanding caliber of students to pass out from its undergraduate and graduate programs, our institute attracts the best students from the region for its intermediate 
and bachelor’s programs. With a strong vision and passion for being the pioneers of the modern education system, our institute has state of the art facilities and infrastructure.
We make sure that each student is provided a platform to display his or her wide-ranging skill sets and hidden talents. Our academic programs develop qualities such as leadership, 
discipline, learning capability and polishing skills.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE LAHORE 
(TOWNSHIP CAMPUS)
Lahore, the city of historic culture has its unique significance for its fertile lands, cultural influence over Pakistan and its contribution as the center of education. The first seeds of the 
Superior College Lahore have been sown by Prof. Dr. Ch. Abdul Rehman, who perceived the idea and founded the College in 2000 as the first outpost of educational development. 
Nothing is dearer to his heart than to have College in Lahore from where rays of learning and culture will spread throughout Punjab and provide his students with guidance to go 
the right way about it. We are not only imparting Higher education but also focusing on creation of knowledge and its application for the socio-economic uplift of Lahore City. Our 
team believes in itself to be the guardian of values for 17 years of history of the colleges in Lahore. 

Superior College Township is envisioned to offer one-step, well-organized, and superb learning opportunities for our students and develop them academically and physically in a 
comprehensive environment. We are operating under principles of a sense of service, civility, fairness, honesty, responsiveness, competence, teamwork and learning. Our institute 
has disciplined environment, preparing students through comprehensive weekly & monthly test system. The Township Campus building is the coolest & most diverse Superior 
College around. 
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
LAHORE 
(MANAWAN CAMPUS)

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
SHAHDARA 
(RAVI CAMPUS)

Spread over 4 kanals of land, Superior College Manawan was established in the year 
2017. For our first year, our students are given the capacity to learn from and connect 
with top ranked teachers in their perspective fields. Opened with an initial admission 
of 50 students, the college is now a grand campus of hundreds of students. Superior 
College has now become the major college for intermediate in the region. It comprises 
4 faculties with which all the courses of the college are affiliated. Learning is conducted 
on the campus, while under the programs it examines the students admitted to their 
affiliated courses.
Manawan college is a wonderful place to learn not only about academics, but also about 
yourself because of the diverse range of the courses. The lessons you will gain from at-
tending our college are invaluable. With us you will become an independent, conceptual 
thinker to enjoy many possibilities and success in future.

Superior College Shahdara (Ravi Campus) is located at the bank of River Ravi near La-
hore. The college houses an environment full of life and learning. The college has es-
tablished its distinctive clubs and societies to promote students’ talent. Having dramatics 
and media club, debating society, Islamic Society, Music & Sports, Literary and Science 
Society, we teach our students each discipline of life. 
The regular co-curricular activities based on seminars, debate competitions, recreational 
events like tours, Superior Night, Sports & Cultural Festival are the opportunities for per-
sonality development. 
Our comprehensive study plan, teachers’ role as trainers and regular test sessions polish 
our students’ calibre and they get top positions in board results. On the other hand, ex-
tra-curricular activities make Superior College Shahdara (Ravi Campus) a very energetic 
and interactive learning environment for students.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
KASUR

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
RAIWIND

The Mission of our beloved Chairman Prof. Dr. Chaudhry Abdul Rehman 
Facilitating Superior Human Beings was our initiative behind inception of the Superior 
College. We always wanted to create a difference in peoples’ lives through our passion-
ate contributions. Our students are a valuable human capital of Pakistan and we dreamt 
of making students Superior by inculcating in them sense of purpose, innovation and 
creativity, teamwork, excellence, and rewards for performance. These values give our 
students true essence of life, success and immortality. 
We came to Kasur with the same mission to promote the superior values in the historical 
city of Bulleh Shah R.A. 
For this purpose we are focusing on Superior College Kasur to give excellent academics 
and extra curriculum activities like sports cultural festivals recreational activities tours and 
science exhibitions superior night and gala events debates and literary competition Mur-
ree trip and many more. The purpose of these all activities is only to create best students 
who can contribute in the nation building to make superior Pakistan.
We are an Emotionally Intelligent Institute helping individuals exploring themselves and in-
fluencing others for shared goals. It helps students in becoming inspired learners, aspires 
dreamers and motivate them to become the master of their fate and captain of their soul. 
We are not only producing best intellect in students through our plan IQ but also making 
them emotionally intelligent with our plan EQ, which in turn gives them the courage to 
make the world smile by adding value in peoples’ lives. 

Superior College Raiwind is a purpose-built modern structured institute that houses all 
academic facilities for students. Situated within the close proximity of the city, it is an 
occupied, favorite college for the students of Lahore. Within the college students are pro-
vided a comfortable and highly encouraging study environment with air conditioned class 
rooms, computer lab, play grounds and library having more than 1000 books.
We believe that teachers raise a whole generation, so they must be highly attentive to-
wards student’s overall well being. Our teachers are committed, motivated and trained 
according to modern needs of education. They put a great effort on student’s academic 
as well as personality development by regularly organizing co-curricular and extra-curric-
ular activities. This is due to teachers’ hard work that Superior students secure outstand-
ing educational positions and serve as efficient members of society. 
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE SARGODHA
Superior College Sargodha is the most distinguished academic institute with a proud history of educational excellence, achievement and positive influence on the society as a whole.
The college was formally inaugurated on 31st July 2008 with Malik Meraj Khalid (MMK) Award for teachers. The college history is swollen with an enormous response from people 
of Sargodha. It secured a huge number of admissions right in the first year. This growth multiplied in coming years to build three more college campuses in Sargodha and raise 
nearly 12,000 alumni by now.
Superior College Sargodha has achieved hallmark in brilliant educational results by the grace of Almighty Allah. In its 1st Annual Result 2010, Superior College Sargodha got 
positions in Sargodha Board and kept on securing positions continuously to reach 30 positions up till now in different boards and universities in such a very short time.  We are 
proud to mention the position holding high achievers of Sargodha campus including Amlish Bilal Gondal taking overall first position in Sargodha Board with 1026 marks, Muhammad 
Awais with first position in Sargodha Board securing 1015 marks, Mustafeez Ur Rehman first position pre-medical result in Sargodha Board, Mahnoor Abrar first position Sargodha 
Board Commerce group, Hafiza Javeria Barkaat second position in Sargodha Board Commerce group, Um-e-Aemen third position Sargodha Board Commerce group, Muhammad 
Abu Bakar third position Sargodha Board Commerce group, Anees Akhtar first position, Amara Abid third position Intermediate, Syeda Maryam third position Sargodha Board. 
Such a proud history and ongoing journey to brilliant success is an evidence that Sargodha is a ‘land of eagles’ youths here never lacked vigor to win in the war front and educational 
fields as well. 

Sargodha is a very well planned and widely expanding densely populated District of province Punjab. The city is having the pride of hosting Pakistan’s largest Air Force Base. The 
soil is fertile to produce the finest import quality citrus, sugarcane, rice and wheat. 
The four Superior College Sargodha Campuses are emblem of state of the art infrastructure, latest facilities and academically enriched study environment which is highly admired 
by students, parents and citizens of Sargodha. The highly motivated, experienced and visionary 120 Superior faculty members in Sargodha College Campuses are the real asset 
of Superior Group of Colleges.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE GUJRANWALA
Superior Group of Colleges has an innate vision of making the motherland a great place among the world nations and a ‘Great Pakistan’. To reach this goal, excellent educational 
roadmap is the only way to travel by.  
Superior Group of College Gujranwala Campus is a very efficient, objective oriented educational hub which has put every effort to bring quality education for the youths of the city. 
The College has set for itself high standards of scholarship and is promoting higher education in Gujranwala. Superior Group of Colleges has a unique identity based on its ability to 
transfer knowledge and capacity to create new horizons. At Superior Group of Colleges, students get not only education and academic excellence but also learn values that groom 
their personalities and pave the way for successful career and future.
Within the college premises, it has ever been ensured that students get indigenous attention of teachers, enjoy availability of all required facilities and learn to live by heart. From 
labs to the library and playgrounds, students are provided with a healthy study environment.

The college has helped our students fetch the positions at Gujranwala Board. The proud position holders include Muhammad Asad first position General Science group Gujranwala 
Board, Ali Ahmad second position pre-medical Gujranwala Board, Husnain third position General Science Gujranwala Board, Abdul Ahad third position Commerce group list goes on. 
Gujranwala is a city famous for wrestlers and an overall city environment of sheer brotherhood among residents. The agricultural land produces wheat, rice, mangoes, guava and 
high quality citrus. The city has now turned into an industrial manufacturing hub with a number of factories producing electronic appliances of reliable good quality. Gujranwala 
Chamber of Commerce is an efficient platform of responsible Business community members in Gujranwala. 

People are keen to pay due taxes and contribute for social and community development.  They are equally excited about educational standards being elevated by Superior College, 
and together we will make the city an educational hub in near future by the grace of Almighty Allah.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE FAISALABAD
Superior Group of Colleges is known for its fastest growth in a very short span of time. In the same quest of creating new horizons, Superior Group established a grand College in 
Faisalabad in the year 2007. 
The huge industrial city Faisalabad which is known as ‘Manchester of Pakistan’ gave a huge welcome to Superior College.
Faisalabad is Pakistan’s third most populous metropolis which has contributed much in the development of agriculture and industry. According to an estimate Faisalabad contrib-
utes huge in revenue generation nearly 20 per cent of the GDP of Pakistan. Its’ rich agricultural land produces sugarcane, wheat and many other crops. The silk and cotton textile 
industry of Faisalabad is internationally famous for its finest quality. Being located in the central Punjab region, Faisalabad is very well connected to the surroundings via rail, road 
network, motorways and an international airport as well. The major concern of Superior Group of Colleges was that despite having such great importance, the district Faisalabad 
lacked professional experts and qualified youths to take part and excel the economic vitality of the city. The reason was found to be low literacy rate in the city being 40 % only. 

Superior Group of Colleges took serious strides to deal with this corporate problem and established Superior College Faisalabad. From the day of its inception, Superior College 
Faisalabad is practically contributing to higher educational standards and improved literacy rate. Superior graduates are known in the market as productive businessmen as well as 
outright commercial professionals. Superior College Faisalabad is adding great value in the lives of students who want to learn, rise, excel and make their mark in the commerce 
and industrial sector.
The campus has a fully furnished, air conditioned building with all required facilities of modern labs, library and playground. Superior College Faisalabad is very much appreciated 
and trusted by the people and students. Teachers at the college are enthusiastically contributing for students’ academic and professional skill development. To develop the students’ 
EQ, special events and activities are held regularly like debates, dramas, Superior Galas, Superior Nights, Sports and Cultural Festival on annual basis.

This is why Superior students have a unique identity among contemporaries and become first pick of companies when they chose to find a professional.
We can proudly acclaim that Superior College has remarkably contributed to raise the standard of education in Faisalabad and strengthening potential and productivity of the youth 
of this industrial hub.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE MULTAN  
Superior College Multan is one of its own kind campus with state of the art infrastructure, lab facilities and most of all, highly experienced and dedicated faculty members working 
hard to impart the best standards of education. This is by the dint of sheer hard work and dedication of teachers, administration and students alike that Superior College Multan has 
achieved remarkable success in academic results. The top positions in board and university prove that Superior has made a mark in education sector of Multan.
Superior Group of Colleges strictly follows the values including, Sense of Purpose, Creativity & Innovation, Team Work, Excellence, Reward for Performance. The same are reflected 
through education, study plan, and huge recognition for outstanding performance. Position holding students are always rewarded generously via medals, cash prizes and cars as 
well. This grand acknowledgement encourages our students for even better performance ahead. 

The second most important feature is Superior Colleges’ plan EQ. A very keen focus is laid on building and strengthening students’ emotional intelligence. As per research, it is 
found that an individual’s IQ brings academic success and EQ brings success in every phase of life. Interestingly, IQ matters only 20 per cent and EQ counts 80 per cent for one 
person’s overall success in life. We build our students’ EQ through  an extensive range of co-curricular activities including debate competitions, Naat & Qirat, sports & cultural 
festivals, creative competition galas, tours and many more events that bring real time field experience for them. These lifetime memories help young students learn the art of living 
and dealing with different types of emotions to make them successful in every phase of life.

Superior College Multan also practices these values so it is adding high value in the lives of our students and has been acknowledged and liked by people of the city. Students’ first 
choice for quality education is Superior College only.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE RAHIM YAR KHAN
Superior College Rahim Yar Khan was established in the year 2007. People of the city admire Superior College for its record breaking educational history and contribution.
Rahim Yar Khan is rich in agriculture and more than 65% of the population is linked to it. The city produces wheat, cotton, corn, sugarcane and many other crops. The tasteful 
mangoes grown here are loved worldwide and get widely exported to Europe, USA and almost to the whole West.

Besides agriculture, the city also contributes in many production industries from sugar, cosmetics, cotton, marble, motorcycles, agricultural equipment and fertilizers. 

Superior tradition of providing unmatchable education has been exhibited in Rahim Yar Khan Campus as well.  The college is widely known as a standardized educational institute 
with modern infrastructure and state of the art in-campus facilities. Highly experienced and trained faculty is committed to enhance the potential of students and enable them to 
secure distinctions in all study disciplines from science to commerce.

Top positions in Islamia University Bahawalpur in graduation and post graduation are just a beginning as we look forward to winning more laurels at intermediate level in the near future. The distin-
guished study environment and the untiring efforts of the faculty has been generously rewarded by Almighty Allah as Superior College Rahim Yar Khan has turned to be the first choice of students 
and parents alike. 
Our sincerity of efforts and clarity of goals provides a unique energy and an unmatched optimism to our students as they aim at nothing less than the highest positions in not only board and university 
examinations but also in the real test of life. 
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE RAWALPINDI
Superior College Rawalpindi Campus is located in the pleasant premises of Murree Road. The state of the art college building is spacious, purpose-built and fully equipped with 
academic and recreational facilities including latest labs, sports court and grounds. 
The distinctive and most cherish-able feature of Superior College Rawalpindi comprises its highly qualified, distinguished academicians. They are not only teachers but mentors 
also who provide moral nourishment to their students and sharpen their intellectual as well as emotional caliber. 
The College has an indigenous, fully established separate ‘Girls Section’ with the same quality education facilities. 

All classrooms of the Rawalpindi campus are commodious and fully air conditioned. Besides, a Book-Shop has been opened in the campus where books and all stationary items 
are available at reasonable rates. As an essential part of the institute, a well maintained huge library is also built in the college to let students acquire all the relevant study material 
and books. The peaceful library environment is highly conducive for studying hard and reaching the goal of distinctive results. Superior College Rawalpindi is widely appreciated by 
the masses of the locality. An ever increasing number of admissions in the college make it evident that parents choose Superior as their first priority. We are glad to excel in our 
mission of ‘Facilitating Superior human beings’ and plan to thrive further in times to come. 
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE OKARA
The foundation of Superior College Okara was laid in the year 2007. It was first ever institute in the locality with a major purpose of ‘facilitating Superior human beings’. Superior 
Group of Colleges has a mission of educational uplift of all the laid back areas. The same need of educational facilities in Okara was fulfilled by Superior college campus. Okara is a 
city with great connectivity to Lahore and Sahiwal. The rich agricultural and dairy industry in Okara makes the most revenue for people of the city. A higher ratio of young population 
is demanding of education as their first and foremost right. Superior College Okara is serving the needs of quality education of the people with its comprehensive study plan IQ and 
plan EQ. 
Faculty at the college is putting their best efforts for academic excellence which is achieved in form of record making positions secured by the students of Superior College Okara. 
Plan IQ is executed through academic course completion with the help of projects, assignments, presentations and regular evaluation tests in classes. A continuous feedback and 
guidance from teachers enable the students to secure distinguished positions among competitors.

On the other hand, plan EQ is a bundle of extra-curricular and recreational activities which is developing the students’ emotional intelligence. Annual occurrence of team building 
recreational tours teaches the principles of cooperation and unity among fellow beings. Sports events help to learn a healthy way of dealing with success and failure both. Patriotism 
is enhanced among youths by celebrating multiple national days of memorandum. Students’ communication skills and self confidence is boosted via speech and debate competi-
tions. Religious sentiments and spiritualism is developed through Naat and Qirat competitions. 

Superior College Okara was given a very warm reception in the very first year of its establishment. This response has increased beyond limits with the passing time. The mission of 
ensuring educational excellence is going on and we are humbly grateful to Almighty Allah for helping us serve the humanity.    
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE SIALKOT
Superior College Sialkot has made a proud history in education being provided to the brilliant students of the city. The talented, capable and highly motivated young students of Su-
perior College Sialkot have outshone their competitors like superheroes. The skilful experienced teachers serving at Superior College Sialkot are the real assets who are developing 
young generation. Top academic results in the town have brought unmatchable laurels to the achievements of the college.
Teachers imply the best teaching methodologies to let students understand and learn subjects from commerce to the university level programs.
The city Sialkot keeps a primary importance in the country due to its industrial strength and particularly being the sports goods manufacturing hub. Sialkot made footballs and cricket 
bats are internationally demanded and considered sign of the best quality and high reliability. The city enjoys a huge recognition for being top in exports. It is a modern developing 
metropolis which has got a very neat road network and International airport that connects it well to the country and international destinations as well.  
To contribute further in developing Sialkot, Superior College laid the foundation of educational revolution here. 

Superior College Sialkot reflects the culture of facilitating Superior Human Beings through scholarships and rewards for performance. This comprehensive policy of providing facil-
ities, developing human potential and contributing towards social upheaval through quality education is bearing fruit in the form of high academic results and top positions in Inter-
mediate board in consecutive years. We believe education is the best gift we can give to society and Superior Group of Colleges is all for it with a remarkable example of Superior 
College Sialkot. 
The college is located in a central area where students reach easily from every nook and corner of the city.  Superior College always responds and caters to the needs of students 
and plans its projects to facilitate them in the best manner. At this campus also accessibility is made easier for both male and female students. 
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE BAHAWALPUR
Superior College Bahawalpur is a high value addition in educational endeavors of the royal city. Superior college campus is fully equipped with all latest facilities and students get 
advantage of studying under guidance of highly experienced teachers who are making them superheroes. Modern computer and science labs provide students with opportunity to 
learn experimenting and applying theory in practice. 
The historic ‘Princely State’ is now Bahawalpur City with a royal heritage, as the royal house of Bahawalpur is said to be of Arabic origin. Qila Darawarr is a favorite tourist destination. 
Bahawalpur is adorned with top ranking educational institutes including The Islamia University, Quaid-e-Azam Medical College, SD High School and Superior College. Bahawalpur 
has always been known for its peaceful, well maintained clean environment and high standards of education in the country. Central Library Bahawalpur is a place of precious books 
on history, religion, humanities and sciences. Pakistan’s first ever photovoltaic power station, Quaid-e-Azam Solar Park is also being built close to Bahawalpur. 

The agricultural lands of Bahawalpur grow main crops including cotton, sugarcane, wheat, sunflower seeds and rice. Fruits grown in Bahawalpur as mangoes, citrus, dates and 
guavas are internationally demanded due to their rich taste and quality. Cholistan Desert adds to existing glory of the city and serves as a big fascination for tourists coming to 
Bahawalpur.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE ISLAMABAD
We believe on discovering, developing and drawing out hidden talent inside all the students. From Academic to Co-curricular and never-say-die spirit are en-
trenched in the hearts of every student not only making them outstanding students but brilliant human beings like superheroes.
A prominent, quality education providing private sector college in the capital city. We are recognized for our global perspective, diverse and supportive learning 
environment. Not only this, we have inspired innovation and make sure to emphasize on leadership. Features which make us different from others include the top, 
experienced, and highly qualified teachers and faculty. Our uniqueness is student friendly and supportive administration, Modern curricula, conductive academic 
environment and excellent infrastructure. Our hallmarks are that we offer conceptual and exam oriented preparation. 
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE KHANPUR
Superior College Khanpur started its mission of facilitating Superior human beings in Khanpur on 24 June 2011. Since the day of its inception, Superior College Khanpur has main-
tained its Superior academic records with the help of the best education facilities and faculty members here. 
The college is having a modern purpose-built infrastructure which is highly admired by the people of the locality.  Students are provided with experimental facilities in well equipped 
science labs and latest computer lab. The lush green grounds beautify the college view and create a fresh environment in campus that is important for students’ health.   
It is believed at Superior Group of Colleges that vital role of education in lives of individuals and nations cannot be overlooked. Only education can bring positive change to the society 
and youths of country must be cared after with the best education and training to make them successful Superheroes in future. To make quality education accessible for everyone, 
Superior College Khanpur is putting its valued contribution. This is why the college is unique and most admired within the area.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE PAKPATTAN
Superior College Pakpattan was established in the year 2012. 
Initially it provided education from intermediate to degree level. In a quest for promoting higher education, only after completing two successful years, post-graduate classes were 
started at the campus because the Superior Group of Colleges always strive to fulfill educational needs of the students of the country.
Pakpattan Sharif is an ancient city of Pakistan. This is a place being highly honored due to the shrine of sufi saint Fariduddin Ganjshakar. People visit this city from every corner of 
the country however it still lacks many of the required modern facilities. 
To uplift the lives of people of the locality with the best education opportunities, Superior Group of Colleges came to Pakpattan. Before Superior College in the city, it was not easy 
for people to reach such an established quality educational institute. Superior College is fulfilling its promise of facilitating Superior human beings in Pakpattan very proudly.  
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE KHARIAN
Superior College Kharian was established in 2012. The campus is located on the Main G.T Road Opp: Skyways Restaurant Kharian. It is equipped with air-conditioned spacious 
classrooms, IT Lab, Science Lab and well maintained Library.
In its first year of inauguration, nearly 250 Students were enrolled and this strength got tripled in the next year 2013. This phenomenal growth is proof of the fact that people of 
Kharian recognized Superior education instantly. The launch of Superior College Kharian by Superior Group of Colleges has been widely termed as a blessing for the parents who 
wanted quality education for their children and also for the students who aspired to get higher education in their own city. Having a mission of ensuring higher education in every city, 
Superior College Kharian has introduced the university programs this year. The journey is unstoppable as we believe that only sky is the limit.  
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
KOT RADHA KISHAN
Kot Radha Kishan is a city in District Kasur of province Punjab. Superior College Kot 
Radha Kishan is a favorite institute of the students in locality. It is the smallest Tehsil of 
Lahore Division. Kot Radha Kishan has a prestige of having the second highest literacy 
rate in Tehsils which is nearly 69 per cent. 
The city is surrounded by many small villages and it is a kind of central point which plays 
the connectivity role between all these villages.
Kot Radha Kishan is having the best facilities of Railway Station, Bus Stand, Post Office, 
Banks, Colleges, Girls High Schools, sub-division courts, crops and vegetable market 
and to buy the house hold items for daily use Kot Radha Kishan is also called ‘City of 
Containers and Leather’. People of Kot Radha Kishan have chosen Superior College as 
the first choice for their children’s education. The HEC recognition of Superior group is an 
evidence that it stands unique in province Punjab. We are proud to contribute for people 
of educationally intelligent city Kot Radha Kishan.

Since the inception of first Superior College in Sialkot, peoples’ demand for more college 
campuses was being witnessed through large number of students seeking admissions. 
To provide the youth with same opportunities for quality education and personality devel-
opment, we have opened the third campus at the Gondal Road. An amazing infrastruc-
ture, state of the art practical labs, experienced teachers and education based on plan 
IQ & EQ has attracted the whole city. Students have got enrolled in the college in a great 
number. Like other Superior campuses in the city, students are completely satisfied with 
their education, training and development in Gondal campus also. They work hard to 
meet requirements of plan IQ for record breaking board results and enjoy their free time in 
fun filled activities designed under our plan EQ. This perfect combination is bound to raise 
them into responsible citizens of Pakistan who will be serving the nation like superheroes.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
SIALKOT (GONDAL CAMPUS)
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
DASKA
Superior College Daska was established in the year 2011 when it was desperately needed 
to gratify the thirst of knowledge of the students. Its establishment was highly appreciated 
and it got outstanding response in terms of students’ bulk getting admissions. A highly 
qualified teaching staff was also attracted to become part of Superior Group to facilitate 
Superior human beings. Superior College Daska surpassed all its competitors and 
showed magnificent academic results and enhanced the stature of the locality. Superior 
College Daska has proved itself as the leader of educational institutes and became the 
first choice of the students. Following the Plan EQ, annual sports and cultural festivals, 
debate competitions, dramatic societies and recreational tours comprise an emotionally 
intelligent environment.  Superior College Daska has re-settled the traditional concept 
of education by developing such creative and innovative strategies to make studies an 
experiential learning under our Plan IQ as well. 

Superior College Pasrur was established in year 2011. In the very first year it got nearly 
600 students enrolled and the number multiplied in only a couple of years.
At the inception of Superior College Pasrur, there was no educational institute with suf-
ficient number of science teachers and students used to travel to Sialkot for science 
studies.
Keeping this situation in view, Superior College established the system and provided the 
best quality science education in Pasrur campus.
It is a career-focused institute. Studies and extra-curricular activities help our students 
to gain the updated knowledge along with practical skills to have a competitive edge in 
today’s global employment market.
At Pasrur College you will have access to world class learning resources as well as ex-
cellent social, cultural and sporting facilities, all based in an attractive campus with plenty 
green space to enjoy. This is wonderful place to be a student. Our Pasrur campus offers a 
friendly supportive study environment to make you successful in life and career. 

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
PASRUR
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
NAROWAL
Superior College Narowal is an ideal educational institute to become the first priority of 
students of the locality. District Narowal has three Tehsils including Narowal, Shakargarh 
and Zafarwal. Students from all these areas are highly attracted towards Superior College. 
The standards of education and facilities provided at Superior make a great distinction 
that no other competitor can meet. Our mission of serving humanity through education 
is well recognized and people respond to it by getting attached with Narowal as students 
and as faculty members. There is no denying the fact that education alone is vital for 
raising nations, so it must be able to develop youths in responsible citizens.   We at Su-
perior teach our students to face every comfortable and challenging situation with calm 
and dignity. We do not teach them to wait for the storm to pass but make them learn to 
move along stormy waves. The excellent academic results achieved by Superior College 
Narowal prove its success in mission of facilitating Superior human beings.

Superior College Sambrial is the culmination of the peoples’ long awaited dream for 
having a quality educational institute in the premises. In June 2012, Superior Group of 
Colleges with the sincere efforts of renowned educationist Sir Muhammad Saeed Tabas-
sum took a giant step to enlighten the local students with quality education under the 
supervision of highly skilled team.
Sambrial is a town of Sialkot District in the province Punjab. The town is situated on a 
central location between Sialkot, Gujrat & Gujranwala.
Being a developing area, it was totally unjust to keep the youths deprived of education 
of national and international standards. Thus, Superior College Sambrial started separate 
campuses for boys and girls in the center of the city. Student not only from Sambrial but 
also from far off areas of Tehsil got admission for their bright future. Superior, with the 
grace of Allah, got 1st position in Tehsil and prominent position in District in all the disci-
plines of Inter Part I and Graduation (B.Com Part I) in 2013 and is optimistic to continue 
its Superiority.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
SAMBRIAL
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
QILA DEDAR SINGH
Superior College Qila Deedar Singh is an educational hub where life never gets stagnant. 
In the college campus, it’s all about learning, knowledge sharing, getting trained in the art 
of living by helping others like a superhero and becoming a good human being.
Superior college understands that the real essence of learning has to be delivered through 
an environment which attract individuals, inspire them to live their dreams and create their 
identity. Superior college at Qila Dedar Singh comes as a true depiction of this vision for 
an excellent study environment. Superior College Qila Dedar Singh reflects the dynamic 
history of Superior Group of Colleges. Campus environment, study facilities, unmatchable 
high academic results, social and cultural co-curricular activities and special focus on 
sports events make this college first choice of the people and students of the locality.

Superior College Mandi Bahauddin is catering to the educational needs of the people 
in central Punjab. This is a city famous after the name of sufi saint Hazrat Bahauddin 
who migrated to this region in the era of 1506. The city is located in a close proximity 
of river Jehlum and Chenab and thus reflects core traditions of Punjab. Superior College 
Mandi Bahauddin is an ideal academic institute for the students in connected tehsils of 
Malakwal and Phalia as well. As per the expectations, Superior College received a great 
response from education seekers of the locality. It is inspiring evidence that our mission 
of facilitating superior human beings has reached every corner where it was desired and 
required the most. We have provided the best educational facilities and the best teachers 
at Superior College Mandi Bahauddin campus. With a never stopped quest for developing 
educational potential of Pakistani youth, we aim to excel more for the uplift of students in 
future. We believe they will serve humanity like superheroes.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
MANDI BAHAUDDIN
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
ALI PUR CHATTHA
Superior College Ali Pur Chattha started facilitating Superior human beings in year 2012. 
That was not very late after the inception of the college that quality education started 
showing its miracles in Ali Pur Chattha. The high positions and academic distinctions 
achieved by the college have brought pride for the people. 
Students have proved their metal by outshining in exams. 
The land of Ali Pur Chattha is fertile and grows high quality rice, wheat, sugarcane and 
maize. The city is also famous for inland fishery; approximately 35,000 acres of land are 
covered by fish ponds. 
People of Ali Pur Chattha are hard working, ambitious and socially cooperative with one 
another. Superior College is also contributing in the same cause of public service not only 
through education but community support programs as well.

Superior College Muridke is intended as a destination for the most talented and promising 
students, since its inception in 2017. The college has 11 courses of which many program 
are running including both undergraduates and graduate.
It has always encouraged an admission policy that favors meritorious students regardless 
of their economic backgrounds. We inculcate values that prepare a student for academic 
excellence through the paths of discipline, a professional study ethic and excellent expo-
sure along with study.
The college focuses on excellence and teaching with a human touch which has engrossed 
the attention of noted academicians. Our college provides sufficient opportunity for career 
advancement and extracurricular achievements. Students from us also excel at national 
level sports. Superior College Muridke is committed in shaping the future Pakistani citi-
zens and strives to live up to the faith and confidence of all the applicants entrusted in us.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
MURIDKE
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
WAZIRABAD
Superior College Wazirabad is a favorite college of students and parents alike. At the 
college opening, we met a heartiest welcome by the residents which is a proof that they 
understand the quality education well and prefer it the most. 
Wazirabad is an industrial city of district Gujranwala in Punjab situated on the bank of river 
Chenab. This land is intellectually rich being the hometown of many prominent personal-
ities including  Maulana Zafar Ali Khan (Writer, activist independence movement), Munnu 
Bhai (Columnist, Drama writer), Atta-ul-Haq Qasmi (writer, columnist, Chairman PTV) 
Mazhar-ul-Islam (writer) Razia Butt (Novelist) and Atif Aslam (Singer).
At the college in Wazirabad, we have a detailed education policy being implemented. 
Our faculty members and college staff is highly experienced and dedicated to facilitate 
Superior human beings. The college houses the best academic environment, state of the 
art campus infrastructure and fully equipped modern labs. A combined effort is made to 
make sure that our students find an exclusive attention of teachers. By following Superior 
Study Plan IQ and Plan EQ, our students are taught academically and groomed emotion-
ally for success in personal and professional life like superheroes. We welcome you to an 
environment which is educationally Superior and sign of your successful future.

Kamoke is a town of Gujranwala District located in Punjab, Pakistan.The Superior College 
Kamoke, G.T. Road, Kamoke. (Grw) is affiliated with the Board of Intermediate and Sec-
ondary Education (BISE), Gujranwala. 
The foundation of Superior College, Kamoke was laid in 2016. The college is established 
in serving education for the young builders of the nation that cannot be simply measured 
through words. The teachers and scholars serving this institute are of great caliber. We 
are endorsing a culture of educational excellence among students and faculty by present-
ing up-to-date means of quality teaching and study. 
Not only this we are focusing on character development through co-curricular activities as 
well. Students here will enjoy tours to develop self-confidence and Leadership qualities. 
They don’t need to attend academy while being a part of our college. We have grown into 
a huge tree with different branches of knowledge in Gujranwala.Fortunately, here at our 
college the hard working teaching staff and the worthy Principal are always ready to help 
and guide the students. The spirit of service and devotion has played an important role in 
making us different from the rest of the colleges in the region. The campus of the college 
is situated in the heart of Gujranwala City. The building consists of red bricked single 
storey academic block. It consists of library block, intermediate block and a graduation 
block with a boundary wall.
Recently, the worthy Principal has shown great interest in the development of college. 
The Information Technology (Computer), Library Science and the Dept. of Commerce are 
equipped with latest technology and modern instruments.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
KAMOKE
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
SHAHKOT
Superior College Shahkot was inaugurated in the year 2014. Ever since its opening, Su-
perior college received an amazing response from parents and students alike. The college 
infrastructure reflects a vision of educational progress in Shahkot. All essential facilities 
for students have been provided here. We do not want to see the brilliant students stay 
away from modern day educational as well personal development opportunities. That is 
why teachers at Superior College Shahkot are giving their best input in teaching and train-
ing. The youth is future of Pakistan and we are here to make it brightly shine like amazing 
superheroes among the world.  

Superior College Sheikhupura is a spacious, purpose-built and air-conditioned campus. 
Located close to Lahore, Sheikhupura District is famous for its crops particularly for pro-
ducing the best quality rice. It is also worth seeing a place due to presence of historic sites 
from Mughal era i.e. Sheikhupura Fort and Hiran Minar. Having a high population rate, it 
is called the 16th big city of Pakistan. 
Educational needs of the district are demanding of high quality, which is being fulfilled 
by Superior College. The Superior College is affiliated with the Board of Intermediate 
and Secondary Education (BISE) Lahore. Students are given the facility of modern and 
fully equipped labs of Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Computer Science. At Superior, 
we ensure to make our students learn the implementation of theory in practical labs so 
they may get ready for practical professional life in real terms. Regular events based on 
co-curricular and extra-curricular activities at Superior College Sheikhupura add confi-
dence in personal and social life of students. 

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
SHEIKHUPURA
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
NOWSHERA VIRKAN
Superior College Nowshera Virkan  is situated in one of the four tehsils of Gujranwa-
la District that lies between three large cities: Gujranwala, Hafizabad and Sheikhupura. 
Nowshera Virkan is the most popular tehsil (subdivision) of Gujranwala district. 
Superior focuses on this area as Nowshera Virkan was very backward in education but 
in recent years education is in full bloom as lot of people getting higher education and 
becoming doctors and Engineers. Many educational institutions both at government level 
and private sector are found here.   
The state of the art college building is spacious, purpose-built and fully equipped with 
academic and recreational facilities including latest labs, sports court and grounds.The 
distinctive and most cherish-able feature of Superior College Nowshera Virkan comprises 
its highly qualified, distinguished academicians. They are not only teachers but mentors 
also who provide moral nourishment to their students and sharpen their intellectual as 
well as emotional caliber so they become the future superheroes.
The College has an original, fully established separate ‘Girls Campus’ with the same 
quality education facilities.
All classrooms of the campus are fully air conditioned. Besides, a Book-Shop has been 
opened in the campus where books and all stationary items are available at reasonable 
rates. As an essential part of the institute, a well maintained huge library is also built in the 
college to let students acquire all the relevant study material and books. 
An ever increasing number of admissions in the college make it evident that parents 
choose Superior as their first priority. We are glad to excel in our mission of ‘facilitating 
Superior human beings’ and plan to thrive further in times to come.

Superior College Sharaqpur is a campus being called the favorite educational hub for the 
students of the town. 
Sharaqpur is a Tehsil of District Sheikhupura and located near Lahore on Jaranwala Road. 
Sharaqpur is an agricultural city of the district. This naturally beautiful lush green town 
has been in dire need of an educational institute that may take responsibility of young 
students’ future. This is the same mission of ‘facilitating Superior human beings’ that 
got extended to Sharaqpur very successfully. With all of its core values and complete 
package for educational, personal and professional development of students, Superior 
has met great results with peoples’ love, admiration and a dire faith in our study plan IQ 
and EQ. At the college regular conductance of extracurricular activities including sports 
events, annual cultural festival and recreational tours are the integral parts of education 
plan. Superior College Sharaqpur aspires to achieve new heights of success in near future 
with the same standards of Superiority.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
SHARQPUR
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
JARANWALA
Education of minds has the equation of the education of hearts. Our main aim is to dis-
cover and develop the hidden talent of the students. We focus on to polish the rusty talent 
of our students to find out the rare pearls of their personalities. 
In today’s dynamic world, emotionally intelligence youngsters can benefit in a multiple 
ways. The target of our campus is to create emotional intelligent who will pave their 
ways towards the leadership. From academics to Co-Curricular activities we are creating 
an environment for future entrepreneurs and innovators who will distinguish their traits 
under the functional disciplines. The effort will be to produce opportunistic facilitator. Who 
will find the way, not seek the way. Values create a constant framework to operate in a 
turbulent changing environment. Through the “map” of the values students will not only 
make themselves good students but also good orator, good leaders, innovators, vision-
ary, determined and risk taker like superheroes.

Recently established in 2017, Superior College Nankana is vigorously functioning with its 
full interest and spirit, and accurately helping the sacred cause of education altogether. 
We are not only catering to the educational needs of Nankana but the whole District. 
Superior Nankana College, a future-oriented and visionary institute is committed to at-
tain quality in the undergraduate and graduate education. The college provides complete 
educational opportunities through motivated approach for the best academic results, par-
ticularly at professional educational levels.
Superior College contributes to the development of society through research, creativity, 
scholarly inquiry and development of knowledge. The college preserves and promotes 
academics that benefit the nation’s economy, serves the citizens and remains dedicated 
to the production of knowledge-driven human resource.
Superior College Nankana has a huge contribution in bringing positive changes in society. 
We fulfill the expectations about academic performance. When you become a part of Su-
perior, you will get an understanding and acceptance of our core emphasis on academic 
standards.  

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
NANKANA SAHIB
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
HAFIZABAD
Superior College Hafizabad is located at Jinnah Chowk, Gujranwala Road, Hafizabad. 
The college building is purpose-built with modern infrastructure. Separate campuses are 
established for boys and girls. Transport facility is provided for a convenient commuting 
to help students reach the college on-time without any hassle.  The quality of education 
is remarkable that no others can match. Superior college’s focus on personality develop-
ment is keenly maintained through hard work on academics and co-curricular activities 
simultaneously.     
Superior College Hafizabad is a complete package for dynamic students which is not only 
fulfilling needs of quality education but also catering to the needy people in surroundings. 
Practical projects and extracurricular events boost confidence in students to let them face 
the professional challenges of life.

The learning rate of Dera Ghazi Khan is 70% and it is growing on regular basis, it displays 
the high tendency of education in the Dera Ghazi Khan Region. In recent years the growth 
rate of education in this region is showing the upward trend. In continuation to this, ‘Su-
perior Dera Ghazi Khan College’ is working to be a shining example. We as an educational 
institute in Dera Ghazi khan are providing best education services for entire community 
located in that area. Honorable Chairman Superior Group of Colleges Prof. Dr. Ch. Abdul 
Rehman inaugurated the college in 2016. Superior College D.G.Khan Campus affiliated 
with D.G. Khan Board is praised for the contribution of the college towards learning ele-
vation through education. 

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
BUREWALA
Superior College Burewala is contributing its big share in the educational achievements of 
Burewala, a modern flourishing town of the District Vehari. 
The fertile land of Burewala is proud at its great personalities like religious leader Baba 
Haji Shair, the Nishan-e-Haider recipient martyr Major Tufail Shaheed and sports luminar-
ies like cricket legend Waqar Younas and hockey champion Rana Ehsan Ullah.
People of Burewala are more excited on the inception of Superior College in the city and 
highly appreciative of the tremendous educational services that Superior College is pro-
viding to the youths here. Superior college encourages sports and co-curricular activities 
as an integral part of teaching and training. It is believed that healthy sports activities 
inculcate sportsmen spirit in personality which is very helpful in meeting life’s challenges 
with poise and grace. 
The best teachers at Superior College Burewala give a guarantee that all talented young-
sters will be developed into future champions and superheroes by the dint of quality 
education and supreme character building.

Superior College Lodhran was established in the year 2013. The residents of locality were 
not only happy but very excited to find a quality educational institute in form of Superior 
College.
Superior College Lodhran campus serves an objective of providing education along with 
values and morality for young students’ character building. At campus, cultural norms and 
Islamic teachings are taken as an integral part of teaching and training.
To ensure updated education in real terms, Superior College Lodhran implies latest tech-
niques and unique teaching methodologies. This is an honor to have the highly expe-
rienced teaching faculty of the town at our college. After having achieved remarkable 
results, Superior College Lodhran has become the most familiar institute of the District.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
LODHRAN
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
MAILSI
Superior college Mailsi is established with the mission to seek outstandingly talented 
students of all backgrounds from across the district. Mailsi intermediate college is the 
latest endeavor of Superior Group of colleges. This campus is to educate them through 
discipline and social experience to develop their creative and intellectual capacities to the 
fullest. 
The faculty and staff of Superior College Mailsi pursue to live by and to teach students 
the core values of the college. The campus is located on Minor Road Rehman Town, with 
the land area of 3 Kanals. It includes adequate number of class rooms, an auditorium, a 
conference room, upgraded computer laboratories with internet facilities and a cafeteria.
The college also maintains a well-stocked library and has sufficient number of rooms for 
administrative and support services staff.
Mailsi campus of Superior Group of Colleges is established with the vision to be the 
leading source for providing workforce training and quality education at intermediate and 
secondary level which shall enable students to achieve higher professional growth.

Superior College Vehari has been established on a strong demand of residents of Vehari. 
People of the area had been asking for such a quality education provider to raise in the 
field of education which is the only key to personal and national development. After 
providing the excellent educational services of Superior Colleges in Multan, Pakpattan 
and Sahiwal, it was the next destination where people were not ready to wait anymore. 
This is a pride for the group as well that education lovers understand Superior’s mission 
and stand united with us to help Pakistan rise and shine on unmatchable educational 
standards internationally. Vehari has a great number of students as the trusted brand of 
Superior Group of Colleges is undoubtedly the reliable institute. Students are provided 
with an excellent campus infrastructure and highly qualified teachers. Transport facility 
has also been provided for convenience and comfort of students, so we may practically 
make education easy and facilitate Superior human beings as much as possible. 

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
VEHARI
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
KHANEWAL
Superior College Khanewal is a new achievement in Superior mission of taking education-
al facilities to every destination. 
Khanewal is the capital city of Khanewal District of province Punjab. Khanewal used to 
have a historic past from British colonial era. Interestingly, it houses the second largest 
railway station in the country. Having the rich soil of agricultural lands, Khanewal produc-
es the finest cotton like that of Multan and Bahawalnagar region.
In the field of education however, it is Superior College that has brought its educational 
values including ‘sense of purpose, excellence, team work, creativity & innovation, re-
ward for performance’. The qualified faculty and college facilities having updated labs, 
library and sports grounds make an environment highly conducive for studies as well as 
recreational activities. Our students get the best quality education along with these values 
that turn themselves into well groomed personalities and potentially ideal professionals 
of the future. 

Superior College Yazman aims at providing quality education to all levels of society with 
its core and strong academic values. 
Yazman is a Tehsil of District Bahawalpur where no institute like Superior was available 
to quench the thirst of knowledge satisfactorily and students had no option but to go to 
Bahawalpur for quality education. To ‘facilitate Superior human beings’ we reached the 
city, as the Superior group is working for expanding the horizons of Pakistani peoples’ 
capabilities and potentials by training them for better opportunities and resources. 
The Superior Group’s credibility is reflected through our fastest growing presence in Pun-
jab and continuous educational services for the last 18 years.  At Mandi Yazman, we offer 
evening study options to facilitate you in case you want to combine your studies with other 
commitments at home or at work.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
MANDI YAZMAN
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE KOT ADDU
Superior College Kot Addu Campus is located in the pleasant premises of Chakardri Road. The state of the art college building is spacious, purpose-built 
and fully equipped with academic and recreational facilities including latest labs, sports court and grounds. 
The distinctive and most cherish-able feature of Superior College Kot Adu comprises its highly qualified, distinguished academicians. They are not only 
teachers but mentors also who provide moral nourishment to their students and sharpen their intellectual as well as emotional calibre to make them 
future superheroes. The College has an indigenous, fully established separate ‘Girls Section’ with the same quality education facilities.

All classrooms of the Kot Addu campus are commodious and fully air conditioned. Besides, a Book-Shop has been opened in the campus where books 
and all stationary items are available at reasonable rates. As an essential part of the institute, a well maintained huge library is also built in the college to 
let students acquire all the relevant study material and books. The peaceful library environment is highly conducive for studying hard and reaching the 
goal of distinctive results. Superior College Kot Addu is widely appreciated by the masses of the locality. An ever increasing number of admissions in 
the college make it evident that parents choose Superior as their first priority. We are glad to excel in our mission of ‘facilitating superior human beings’ 
and plan to thrive further in time to come.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
PATTOKI
Superior College Pattoki is an evidence of the fact that Superior reaches every place 
where education is needed. This is culmination of the fact that a progressing nation 
depends on high literacy rate and personality development along with academic quali-
fication. Superior college ensures both these aspects to achieve a Superior Pakistan in 
its true meaning. Superior aims at providing equal education facilities to all segments of 
society through its core values. 
With the inception of Superior College Pattoki, people of the premises got very excited 
and students felt empowered by getting opportunity to study in a group widely known for 
its high standards of education. 
The college facilities, decorum and teachers at the college are unmatchable in their ca-
liber, as a result of which Superior College Pattoki has secured many positions in board 
exams as well.

Superior College Depalpur is situated at opposite Grid Station, Okara Road, Depalpur. 
Depalpur is an ancient city with history of nearly 2000 years during which it has been 
demolished and rebuilt several times. Administratively now Depalpur is a Tehsil of Okara 
District.
Superior College Depalpur is adding high value in peoples’ lives through education. We 
are here with a mission of ‘facilitating Superior human beings’ and raising future genera-
tion of superheroes who work for humanity and live a meaningful and rewarding life. The 
college has been very well received by the local residents as students started coming 
to get admission in Superior College in bulks. We believe that expert and highly sincere 
teachers at the college contribute their best efforts and they have developed our students 
into Superior human beings with great values and passion for social contribution.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
DEPALPUR
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
ARIFWALA
Superior College Arifwala is imparting high standard education and also inculcating a 
strong sense of community among young students. 
Arifwala is a Tehsil of Pakpattan District, a peaceful place with extensive agricultural 
lands. People are more inclined to high education for their children as the foremost pri-
ority. The same need of quality education is being provided to them at Superior College. 
Life at Superior College Arifwala is not the name of academic drill but a healthy mix of 
education and co-curricular activities.  
Students at Arifwala campus come from the whole surrounding area. We take pride in 
establishing a harmony and mutual understanding with our students. We wish to make 
their study experience a solid foundation for future bilateral and multilateral cooperation. 
In this supportive environment we give our students a chance to develop their skills, 
self-confidence and maturity. These qualities will support them to achieve huge achieve-
ments in career.

Superior College Minchinabad founded in 2017 is the fulfillment of a dream which had 
long remained unrealized. We are one of the most established institutions in Bahawalna-
gar District.
Minchinabad College is a place for guaranteed outstanding experience that is rewarding 
both academically and culturally.
We are emphasizing on provision of highest level of education and services to students. 
Our faculty is dedicated which comprises highly qualified professionals. Not only this, we 
have committed staff to offer students personal service and attention. Superior college 
Minchinabad enforces the importance of merit in everything. Our track record is estab-
lishing wide learning pathways for future. Prior to it we are working on making college a 
more exciting academic place to be.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
MINCHINABAD
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
SAHIWAL
Superior College Sahiwal is an educational hub dedicated to quality education for the 
young students of the area. The faculty members at the college are highly qualified and 
experienced. They focus on providing education as major part of the Superior mission of 
‘facilitating Superior human beings’.
Sahiwal is one of the prominent cities of Southern Punjab situated at a distance of about 
180 kilometers from Lahore. It is the biggest city between Lahore and Multan. The soil 
of this area is very fertile for crop cultivation. The cattles from Sahiwal and dairy products 
are of the best quality in Pakistan. 
Having a large population, Sahiwal has seen a growing demand for a futuristic educational 
institute that may develop the potential of youths and make them pride of the city.  Supe-
rior college is making this dream of the people of Sahiwal a reality.

Superior College Jauharabad is a well planned project which is having all essential 
qualities of a standardized educational institute. A visionary, motivated faculty is teaching 
the students as a mission to develop youths into Superior human beings. Students of 
today are going to become the masters of the country’s future tomorrow. So we give them 
the best attention and facilities. Superior College Jauharabad is established in a state of 
the art infrastructure and in-campus well equipped labs are provided to help students 
practice the theory they read.
Teachers are working hard to contribute in the lives of our students with distinction and 
prestige. It is our strong belief that Superior College Jauharabad with its vision, mission 
and core values will become a hallmark of quality education throughout the country.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
JAUHARABAD
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
SILANWALI
Superior College Silanwali was inaugurated in year 2014 with mission of bestowing the 
people of locality with high standard education. 
Silanwali is a town of Sargodha District in the province of Punjab. 
It is situated in the Southern area of Sargodha, bordering with Jhang District.  Being very 
famous for its woodwork and handicrafts, Silanwali also produces crops in the agricul-
tural lands in its suburbs. People are peaceful and cooperative with one another. The 
availability of quality education was deeply required which Superior college has provided 
with all modern facilities in the campus. Superior College Silanwali infrastructure reflects 
a tradition of taking education as the main priority of Superior Group and its mission of 
‘facilitating human beings’. We encourage our students to take advantage of everything 
that Superior offers from educational system to EQ focused extracurricular activities. We 
aim to make our students the best professionals of the future. For our greater mission of 
building economically Superior Pakistan, we are training our students to serve the country 
like superheroes of tomorrow. 

Superior College Kot Momin is established in a purpose-built campus located at an easily 
approachable point. College faculty is experienced and dedicated to groom the students 
to face challenges in all walks of life. 
At Superior Group of Colleges we do not compromise on discipline and students are 
expected to observe disciplinary rules diligently.
Students are advised to carry ID cards on the campus and all Superior functions as to 
maintain a Superior decorum. 
To accommodate modern trends, Superior Group of Colleges reserves the right to change 
course requirements, fees, course classifications, course contents, class schedules, ven-
ues, faculty and the like, whenever it deems appropriate. Superior Group of Colleges 
has the right to review and interpret any of its policies for an ever evolving system and 
continuous academic betterment.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
KOT MOMIN
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
BHALWAL
Superior College Bhalwal is completely aligned with the vision of Superior Group of Col-
leges and serves the mission of ‘facilitating superior human beings’. There is a focus on 
maintaining college discipline and ensuring quality of education. For students’ personal 
grooming, different kind of co-curricular activities are planned and conducted on regular 
basis.
Students’ creativity and talent is polished so they may find a perfect balance between 
study and extra-curricular events. The teachers are highly experienced and mission driv-
en. They aim to make students completely motivated and ambitious for success in life. 
Teachers inculcate among students a strong sense of fulfilling civil obligations and live by 
highest standards of conduct and principles. 
The college has created an environment highly conducive for spiritual growth of students. 
A latest infrastructure is built, transport facility is provided and teachers give an undivided 
attention to educational standards. All these features make Superior College Bhalwal one 
and only choice of students and parents in Bhalwal.

The huge industrial city Faisalabad which is known as ‘Manchester of Pakistan’ gave a huge welcome to Superior 
College.
Faisalabad is Pakistan’s third most populous metropolis which has contributed much in the development of agriculture 
and industry. According to an estimate Faisalabad contributes huge in revenue generation nearly 20 per cent of the 
GDP of Pakistan. Its’ rich agricultural land produces sugarcane, wheat and many other crops. The silk and cotton 
textile industry of Faisalabad is internationally famous for its finest quality. Being located in the central Punjab region, 
Faisalabad is very well connected to the surroundings via rail, road network, motorways and an international airport 
as well. The major concern of Superior Group of Colleges was that despite having such great importance, the district 
Faisalabad lacked professional experts and qualified youths to take part and excel the economic vitality of the city. 
The reason was found to be low literacy rate in the city being 40 % only. To mend this fragility, Superior College 
Faisalabad, City Campus was opened which is meeting peoples expectations well now. 

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
FAISALABAD (CITY CAMPUS)
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
JHANG
Superior College Jhang started its mission of imparting quality education to the youths of 
Jhang in June, 2011. Jhang is the land of Sufis like Hazrat Sultan Bahu, Shah Jewna and 
also the city of folk stars Heer Ranjha. This is a city highly appreciated and applauded in 
folklores and history. 
In a very short span of time, Superior College Jhang made its mark in education sector 
and became a luminous star of this historic place. The standards of education got rec-
ognized by the people as students started entering Superior College Jhang in bulk. The 
college excelled at a very rapid pace and became the fastest growing institute of the city.
Ever since the inception of the college, our focus on providing educational needs of the 
masses has been intact. Though we started-off with only FSc, ICS, ICom and B.Com, 
yet very soon after that we introduced M.Com & MBA in the year 2012. It is a pride to 
mention that Superior College Jhang got first position in its MBA first term in university 
of Sargodha. 
The college campus is one of the best campuses in the locality which is especially a 
purpose-built building at the main Jhang Gojra Road Sultan Colony. A very classic build-
ing is fully air-conditioned. Study environment is ideal with the availability of state of the 
art library and laboratories equipped with modern facilities. To expand the educational 
services to a greater segment of society, Masters Study programs are executed at the 
college in evening. These programs run smoothly with an increasing number of students.
Superior College Jhang is growing and excelling fast to reach new heights of success and 
accomplishments. It can be proudly said that every milestone reached, was only possible 
with untiring efforts of our dedicated faculty and teaching staff. All members at the college 
contribute for success of the college as their mission. Study environment, discipline and 
college decorum is very well maintained. On the other hand, extra-curricular activities are 
being organized regularly that ensure overall wellbeing of our students and make them 
intellectually and emotionally intelligent.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
TOBA TEK SINGH
Superior College Toba Tek Singh was established in the year 2012. In it’s very first 
year, college proved its magnificence by outstanding and splendid results yielded by 
highly skilled and experienced faculty in 2013. 
Since Toba Tek Singh propounded a culture of cooperation and perseverance. A 
trend of social, educational and economic development has flourished to the extent 
that it has become a hub of youth development. Superior Group of Colleges is also 
carrying the same fortitude and passion to educate the youth for the best of their ca-
reer. Respect, perseverance and care are central to our philosophy, supporting our 
students in developing a strong sense of responsibility and a real desire to play a full 
and active role in the community. Our students passion for community development 
project is a proof that they are ready to become future superheroes. 
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
MURIDWALA
Superior Group of Colleges is a mission driven educational group. We aim to bring en-
lightenment for the society through education. There is nothing short of the mission of 
‘facilitating Superior human beings’ in which Superior College Muridwala is also contrib-
uting beyond any limits.
Muridwala is situated close to District Faisalabad where people are loving, cooperative 
and very fond of educational facilities for their children. That is why with the opening of 
Superior College here, residents of Muridwala responded very cordially and felt at ease 
about the secure future of young generation. The qualified, ambitious, dedicated teachers 
are the real asset at college. They are developing the skills, knowledge and aptitude of 
students. They know how to motivate them, educate and facilitate them for educationally 
strong Pakistan. The college campus at Muridwala provides the best in-campus facilities 
to help youths learn, excel and secure top results in board exams. Very well built spacious 
classrooms, cafeteria, play ground and labs equipped with latest facilities make Superior 
College Muridwala the best educational institute in the locality.

Superior College Chiniot was established in year 2013. Chiniot city enjoys a prime worth 
amidst the surrounding agricultural and industrial mix of cities. In Chiniot city, Superior 
College seems an added laurel to the crown which makes it more beautiful. A very attrac-
tive college building has air conditioned class rooms, well equipped modern science labs 
and transport facility for students which make Superior College Chiniot first choice of the 
student of whole region. 
Since its inception, the college has produced high class results. Along with quality educa-
tion, the in-campus co-curricular activities, annual Superior sports and cultural festivals, 
educational and recreational tours and team building adventures help Superior College 
Chiniot prove its distinction.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
CHINIOT
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
MIANWALI
Superior College Mianwali, located in Ali Town, PAF Road Mianwali is an ideal educational 
hub for knowledge seekers. 
The college has a purpose-built campus and provides all the required modern day learning 
facilities for students. At the college, subjects of science and commerce are offered while 
teaching staff comprises highly seasoned academicians who teach and train students 
in their respective subjects and courses. Students of Superior College Mianwali have 
achieved positions in different study boards. 
As a keenly planned educational strategy of Superior Group of Colleges, it is ensured that 
students must be good at IQ (Intelligence Quotient) and also EQ (Emotional Quotient). This 
is the road to success in whole life because IQ helps students to get positions, jobs and 
different opportunities but it is only EQ which enables one to retain and succeed in a given 
situation. At Superior, we aim to make our youths emotionally intelligent  superheroes to 
cope with all circumstances faced in life.
Superior College Mianwali works on EQ through students’ close interaction with teachers. 
Along with regular study programs, projects and assignments, students get knowledge 
of life from their teachers in a friendly environment. At the campus, life is made full of 
learning and laughter so the learning becomes a lifelong memorable experience. The 
essence of all learning is in the environment which attracts individuals to live their dreams 
and create their identity. Superior College Mianwali is admired and most liked by students 
in Mianwali due to its focus on EQ and character building along with high standards of 
academic positions. 

Superior College Gujrat has built a true academic professional environment by showing 
strong commitment towards developing faculty, empowering students and increasing 
overall educational standards.
Gujrat is a big city, known for its population rate, agricultural land and industrial produc-
tion units. The city has extensive trade relations with metropolis Lahore and all other con-
nected cities. With its increasing business ventures and expanding trade avenues, people 
of Gujrat could not stay deprived of Superior quality of education any more. That is why 
Superior College Gujrat has met a tremendous response from the masses of locality. The 
students themselves chose Superior College as their first and utmost priority.
Being provided with sheer attention of teachers, students at Superior College Gujrat have 
achieved brilliant success and top positions in annual results.
Along with our mission of ‘facilitating Superior human beings’ we have projects designed 
for the betterment of society. This is not only doing the routine tasks, but it is expanded 
to great extent of nation development by making the young students our pride.  At the 
college, students’ personality development is our main focus. Teachers devise a com-
prehensive policy for the academic year. There is always a great balance between edu-
cational tough routine and co-curricular activities so that students remain fresh in mind 
and soul, enjoy and learn sportsman spirit through sports competitions and cultural galas. 
Annual recreational and occasional study tours are planned that bring field knowledge for 
young students.  Exposure through visiting different business sites and industrial units 
help our students envision the practical field requirements.
In-house events and seminars at the college let our students meet prominent guest per-
sonalities from every field of life. This is how Superior College Gujrat has made a unique 
mark on education sector particularly in Gujrat.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
GUJRAT
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
KOTLA ARAB ALI KHAN
Inaugurated in 2017, Superior College Kotla Arab Ali Khan is reputed for the outstanding 
caliber of students and its undergraduate and graduate programs. Our institute attracts 
the best students from the surrounding region of Tehsil Kharian, from Gujrat District for 
its intermediate and bachelor’s programs. With a strong vision and passion for being the 
pioneers of the modern education system, our institute has state of the art facilities and 
infrastructure.
In the revised curricula of academic program, a number of new subjects has been added 
to enable the students to have wider opportunities in the job market. The college also 
started evening programs, while gradually the number of departments offering degree 
courses in the evening has increased. The college is comprised upon a huge process of 
multi-layered progress with emphasis on capacity building and quality enchantment. Ever 
since its inception, it is in this period that educational and academic bodies of the college 
are holding their meeting with regular intervals, strengthening the process further.

Superior College Bhakkar located at Darya Khan Road is a purpose-built, well equipped 
campus. Superior Group of Colleges has built a prestigious college in city Bhakkar where 
it was hard for parents to find a quality education institute before Superior. Now the 
people in locality feel empowered with the confidence of having their children studying 
in a high quality educational institute. The college also promotes co-curricular and ex-
tra-curricular activities and sports to promote a healthy mind and body. The in-campus 
latest Computer Lab and Science Lab also help students experiment the theories being 
taught. Superior College Bhakkar is affiliated with board of Intermediate and Secondary 
Education Sargodha.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
BHAKKAR
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
QUAIDABAD
Being a college of a Tehsil of Khushab, located on Main Lahore Banu GT Road: ’Superior 
College Quaidabad’ has a rich academic excellence. Our major aim of the presentation of 
knowledge is creation of job opportunities for people of the region. Since our establish-
ment we have reached out to the community around us and worked on ways to interact 
with them educationally. 
We provide high quality education and examination in a broad range of disciplines. We 
distinguish ourselves in the national market by focusing on these key elements: Inspira-
tional leadership Trainings, Effective Testing System & Entry Test Preparation. Our stu-
dents are extremely proud of our college, and they feel part of community. Not only 
this, they are provided with well-balanced, high quality curriculum across multitude of 
disciplines. We offer a broad, high quality academic education. Education and study at 
our college are nationwide which makes us different from all others.

Piplan is a Tehsil in Mianwali District in Punjab, situated at nearly a distance of 52 KM 
from the district capital Mianwali in the north.
Superior College Piplan is a beginning of a new era of educational revolution in the area. 
Our unique plan IQ & EQ embodied with its deep focus on personality development is 
very much liked by people of the locality. Since Piplan has always been a hub of sports 
activities for the surrounding areas. The sports include cricket, volleyball, badminton, tug 
of war, wrestling, hockey, and football, Superior College is developing all these sports 
potentials into personal identity of the sports lovers. We teach our students team building 
through sports and tours and life wisdom through our co-curricular activities. We believe 
that only by channelizing energies into right direction, we can develop a generation of 
superheroes. Our graduates can write their own destiny and add value in the lives of 
others. This perfect blend of academics and life training is making Superior College the 
first choice of people in Piplan. 

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
PIPLAN
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Welcome to Superior College Rawalakot: an educational institution of its class. Rawalakot: 
a township in Poonch District of Azad Jammu and Kashmir was founded in 2017 by 
Chairman Prof. Dr. Ch. Abdul Rehman with the aim to create a town that is gradually 
entrepreneurial and ever more dependent on technology.
From each and every outlook college is dedicated to the cause of developing nation’s 
youth into future superheroes through education. As Rawalakot has one of the highest 
literacy and graduation rates in South Asia. We promise, by giving our students the wide 
possible access to the highest quality in their activities for the quest of knowledge. 
Our mission is to be the best college, building available quality education, study and ex-
amination. Students may choose from a wide number of academic programs and majors 
that relate to their academic and career interests. 
Initially we are launched as a college section (intermediate and graduation classes) but 
within a year our college section will expand to University programs with large range of 
programs in Social Sciences, Business and Information technology. 

The tremendous success and popularity of Superior Colleges in Sialkot made it inevitable 
to expand the number of campuses to meet growing educational demands of young stu-
dents of the city. 
Superior College on Sialkot Cantt Road is another glorious campus appreciated for its 
location, infrastructure, study courses offered, experienced faculty and its teaching and 
training program. The vision of making economically Superior Pakistan is applauded im-
mensely. 
The congenial climate, prospects of meeting military requisites and close proximity to the 
Jammu and Kashmir state led to the genesis of Sialkot Cantt. It is one of the oldest and 
most important Cantonments of Pakistan, established since 1852.
We also hope that the spirit of patriotism being inculcated in students will eventually lead 
us to be such a strong and proud nation, to whom no enemy will even dare to look at with 
bad intentions. 

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
RAWALAKOT

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
SIALKOT 
(CANTT ROAD)
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Superior College Talagang is a mark of excellence in education sector which is working on 
making the youth real superheroes of tomorrow. Talagang is a town located in Chakwal 
District Punjab at about 45KM from Chakwal. It is divided into 23 Union Councils, two of 
which form the city of Talagang. The city had public colleges with separate campuses for 
male and female students. It had one post-graduate college that offered masters level 
classes for both men and women. 
However, the educational institutes operating in Talagang earlier could not meet the grow-
ing demands of parents and students who were looking for a comprehensive educational 
system to bring success in life and career. 
After the opening of Superior College in Talagang, students’ wish for knowledge through 
a reliable educational institute has become a reality. The guaranteed futuristic success 
is evident from Superior being a complete career building institute from Spirit Schools to 
Superior Group of Colleges, Superior University, Azra Naheed Medical College, Chaudhry 
Muhammad Akram Teaching & Research Hospital,  Nai Baat newspaper, NEO TV, Boom 
FM 106.6and many more ventures where every member of Superior family finds oppor-
tunity to work, excel and grow. Students are very excited about facilities being provided to 
them through our Plan IQ & EQ. 

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
TALAGANGSUPERIOR COLLEGE 

MUZAFFARABAD
Muzaffarabad, is the capital of Azad Jammu and Kashmir. It is a place comprising of hilly 
areas which is located at the bank of River Neelum and Jhelum. It offers breathtaking 
views of the Tarai Mountains and the foothills of Himalaya. Striking scenic beauty and 
pollution free atmosphere occupies every part of the city. Following the grand success 
Superior College in Punjab we are all set to celebrate the beauty, glamour and festivity at 
Muzaffarabad. Traditionally the people of Muzaffarabad are full of talent, possess friendly 
personalities and are cultured. At Superior College Muzaffarabad, we combine together-
ness with a strong academic tradition. There is a genuine atmosphere of good humor, 
hard work and mutual support, shared by both students and the tutors. Best Faculty and 
State of the art facilities are offered at Superior College Muzaffarabad. Students from all 
sorts of backgrounds find this place friendly and incredible to pursue their academic inter-
ests to the highest level as it will enable them to pursue excellence and become a Super-
hero. Superior College Muzaffarabad is a ray of hope and enlightenment for the students 
from disadvantaged backgrounds as our quality education is sure to transform their lives.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
SOHAWA
Superior College Sohawa is indeed the first choice educational institute in the premises 
which is working on students’ personal and professional success alike. 
Though having opportunities for traditional academic system, people in Sohawa have 
never had such a complete career building institute before Superior College. 
 Sohawa is situated in the North-Western part of Jhelum District Punjab, with its agricul-
tural land and oil reserves discovered in the suburbs. Many officers in Pakistan Armed 
Forces have also hailed from Sohawa and proudly serving the motherland. Superior Col-
lege Sohawa is also proud at building the spirit of service to the beloved Pakistan by 
raising youth capable of contributing for economically Superior Pakistan like superheroes. 

Superior College Hasilpur is the mark of quality education. Hasilpur is situated at the 
brink of Cholistan in East Central Punjab, Pakistan. The people in Hasilpur speak Saraiki 
which is a sweet colloquial retreat to listen to. We always have a great number of Saraiki 
speaking students in regional Superior Colleges and University Campus in Lahore. The 
hardworking, responsible nature of students from Hasilpur Campus combined with a 
sheer focus of the teachers make an ideal combination. That is why a high academic re-
sult rate is maintained here. The success of our study plan is evident from a tremendous 
response from students and parents in Hasilpur alike.

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
HASILPUR
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
JAHANIAN

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
CHAKRI

On the mission of educating Pakistan, the journey of Superiority reached “Jahanian” with 
another amazing campus of Superior College. Situated at the National Highway, Jahanian 
is an agricultural Tehsil of District Khanewal hosting the country’s largest railway station 
as well.
Superior College is meeting the educational needs of young students of Jahanian with its 
best of academic policies, state of the art campus facilities and plans IQ & EQ. We have 
the best faculty to teach and train our students for success in life and career with higher 
intelligence quotient (IQ) and stronger emotional quotient (EQ). 
Provided with elaborated activities in Plan EQ, our students learn to live a meaningful and 
rewarding life. They achieve high levels of excellence in personal accomplishments and 
contribute for humanity as a Superhero. A wide range of study programs is offered in 
Superior College Jahanian. 
Choose the best suited for you and make your own destiny!

Superior College Chakri Road Campus Rawalpindi was inaugurated in year 2018 with 
mission of bestowing the people of locality with high standard education. Chakri Road 
is located in the West of Rawalpindi adjacent to Army Qasim Base. The road is linked 
to Ring Road of New International Air Port Islamabad and M2 Chakri Interchange. The 
provision of quality education was deeply required for this locality which Superior Group 
of Colleges has provided with all modern facilities in the campus. Superior College Chakri 
Road infrastructure reflects a tradition of taking education as the main priority of Supe-
rior Group and its mission of facilitating human beings. We encourage our students to 
take advantage of everything that Superior Group offers from educational system to EQ 
focused extracurricular activities. We aim to make our students the best professionals 
of the future.
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To spread our mission of facilitating Superior human beings, we are glad to open the 
Superior College Layyah campus. Layyah district is located in the Southern part of Punjab 
with its hot climate and desert area. Language spoken here includes a variety of Punjabi 
dialects while Arabic for religious learning in Madrassahs and Urdu & English as the edu-
cational mediums. 
We are reaching every nook and corner of the province Punjab to develop Pakistani youth 
into superheroes of real life who can work for others. The secret of a developing nation 
always lies in the quality of education and training that educational systems offer to the 
youth. Superior College Layyah is working on a comprehensive strategy for students’ IQ 
and EQ development. Our curriculum completion plan, test series and assessment design 
ensure our students’ best preparation for board exams. The co-curricular activities not only 
bring refreshing events but also raise competitive spirit through sports. Team building is 
taught through tours and combined assignments. 

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
LAYYAH

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
RENALA KHURD
Renala Khurd (formerly known as Malian Wala) established in 1914 is an administrative 
subdivision (tehsil) of Okara District in the Punjab province of Pakistan. Renala State 
Military Farms and Renala Hydral Power Stations (established by Sir Ganga Ram) are two 
other main sources of fame for Renala Khurd at National/International Level.
Renala Khurd is full of learned persons carrying even M.Phil / Ph.D degrees in various 
subjects. Now that comes to the students’ level. 
The students of Renala Khurd Tehsil had to wander for other big cities for the quality 
education. Superior Group of Colleges took the initiative to bring the up-to-the-mark edu-
cation with certain facilities and set traditions, and opened its campus here in this locality 
just to promote the sole purpose of the organization. The literacy rate of Tehsil Renala 
Khurd had definitely deserved the required campus here in this region. 
At Superior College Renala Khurd our mission is to provide a safe environment which 
promotes respect and motivates students to learn and to act responsibly. We believe 
education is the shared responsibility of the student, home, school and community. Each 
student’s self-esteem is fostered by positive relationships with students and staff. We 
strive to have our parents, teachers, and community members actively involved in our 
students’ learning projects.
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
LAHORE (SHALAMAR)

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
CHAWINDA

Shalamar Gardens in Lahore, is a classic example of Mughal culture at its peak which was 
constructed during the reign of the fifth Mughal emperor Shahjehan. As opposed to its 
exclusive use by members of the royal family in the 17th century, for the last 150 years 
this garden has been used by commoners and remains a favourite garden of the locals. 
As Lahore is known for its history. When we speak about Lahore Shalamar Campus it is 
more of a proven mix of classroom learning, hands-on practical experience and a vibrant 
community, where you really will be set up for a life of purpose and impact. All around the 
world our students will make a difference through innovation, creativity and research. At 
Superior College Shalamar we treat our students as ‘Royalty’.  This place will make you 
experience the majestic environment, the togetherness and the team spirit at its peak.

Chawinda is a town of the Tehsil Pasrur of Sialkot District in the Punjab Province of Pa-
kistan. This land is known to be the land of Heroes after the Indo-Pak War of 1965. The 
daring spirit and heroic qualities of the people of Chawinda is reflected at Superior College 
Chawinda. These daring, dynamic and dear individuals, who want to add value to their 
lives and the lives of many are now blessed with an opportunity to be a part of one of the 
leading and fastest growing Colleges of Pakistan. Superior College Chawinda is a promise 
to the people of Chawinda that we will be providing you Excellent Education and finest 
teaching pedagogies, to meet the dynamics of the changing world, So that your sons and 
daughters can make you proud and Pakistan Economically Superior. The more you learn 
about Superior College Chawinda, the more you will experience our truly unique approach 
to Education, Student Support and Engagement. 
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SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
GOJRA

SUPERIOR COLLEGE 
FAISALABAD
(SARGODHA ROAD)Energetic, Competitive and Skillful, the city of Gojra is popular for its zeal and zest. Gojra, 

a Tehsil of Toba Tek Singh, has produced 112 international players to the National Hock-
ey Team. They played International matches, Tournaments as well as Olympic Games. 
Some players of the Gojra team have made world record for being the youngest players in 
Olympics. Several International Matches have also been played on the Astro Turf ground 
of Gojra Hockey Stadium. 
Situated at the heart of the city, Superior College Gojra is established in the year 2018. 
Spreading over a wide area of 6 kanals of land, it is surrounded with mesmerizing land-
scape and grandiose structure. The Campus is exclusively built with the purpose to pro-
vide quality education in the city. We have a great team of academic and support staff 
who are committed to providing our students with the best teaching pedagogies and 
learning environment, development opportunities and guidance throughout their time 
here. As Gojra is popular for producing National Heroes, we at Superior are keen to pro-
duce Superheroes to develop an Economically Superior Pakistan.

Faisalabad is known as the Manchester of Pakistan as it has grown to become a major 
industrial and distribution center because of its central location in the region and con-
necting roads, rails, and air transportation. The city is renowned to produce businessmen 
and with our Entrepreneurial Mindset, Innovation and Creativity we will be producing 
more businessmen in the city of Faisalabad Sargodha Road. Superior College Faisalabad 
Sargodha Road is designed to help students identify career paths and provide them aca-
demic support and student service resources to help them achieve their academic goals. 
Superior College Faisalabad Sargodha Road will offer you a unique experience, as you will 
learn about Entrepreneurship, Leadership, Excellence, Innovation and Creativity alongside 
leaders who are producing Superheroes in Pakistan.
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GENERAL AND DISCIPLINARY RULES

All Students must abide by the College Rules, Regulations, 
Policies and Guidelines as may be promulgated by the Col-
lege Administration from time to time. Breach of these Rules, 
Regulations, Policies and Guidelines shall render them liable 
to disciplinary, administrative and legal action including but 
not limited to imposition of fine, suspension or expulsion (both 
provisional and permanent) from the College.
1. All students are expected to show a high sense of dignity, 

courteousness and decency in behavior.
2. Students must keep their college identity cards with 

them.
3. Students are advised to visit the notice board regularly.
4. No student is allowed to paste, exhibit, prepare or dis-

tribute any poster, leaflet, notice, pamphlet or handbill in 
or outside the College premises without prior permission 
from the Principal.

5. Use of mobile phone is strictly prohibited in the College 
premises and also during the College Functions. Confis-
cated mobiles shall only be returned if disciplinary com-
mittee permits.

6. Smoking in the College premises is strictly prohibited. 
Special fines, suspension from the college or both penal-
ties can be given to the defaulters.

7. Students can apply for the leave only on the prescribed 
format along with CNIC of any one of the parents and 
other required documents in case of sick and medical 
leave.

8. Absence from the college for one lecture or one day with-
out leave application shall result in fine amounting to at 
least Rs.50 or more as decided by the authorities.

9. No student is allowed to leave the class without the per-
mission of his/her teacher or until the class is over.

10. Late-comers in the class shall be marked absent.
11. Any student misbehaving in the classroom/College shall 

at once be reported to the Principal by the teacher. The 
Principal will take such action as he/she may deem prop-
er. The teacher can recommend a penalty as well.

12. Any political or religious activity without prior permission 
is strictly prohibited in or around the College premises.

13. Students must keep the College identity Card during their 
stay in the College premises and during College func-
tions.

14. Compliance of the dress code/uniform is compulsory in 
any case. Defaulters shall have to pay fine Rs. 100 Per 
day .

15. Parking outside the college premises shall not be the 
responsibility of college. The college shall not be respon-
sible for any type of loss to the bikes or vehicles.

16. The College is not responsible for any loss/damage re-
garding the students’ belongings.

17. The students who want to migrate from Superior College 
to any other college can apply within ten days of taking 
their Board/University Examinations. After ten days, they 
will have to pay full fee for Clearance.

18. The College reserves the right to make, amend and intro-
duce any rule as and when deemed appropriate.

19. Submission of college fee after the due date shall be 
made along with the late fee fine amount (Rs. 100 per 
Day) till one month. In case of fee default after one 
month, the name of student shall be struck off from the 
college roll and can be reinstated after paying the read-
mission fine (10,000) along with the outstanding dues.

20. No student is allowed to be absent from the college with-
out any leave application. After 6 continuous absentees, 
student’s name shall be struck off the college rolls and 
shall only be reinstated after the written assurance from 
the parents and also the payment of readmission fine.

21. 100 % presence is a must during Assessments/Tests no 
leave shall be entertained during these days.

22. The College, in its sole discretion, shall have the right 
to take any disciplinary, administrative and legal action 
against a defaulting student committing breach of any 
of the College Rules, Regulations, Policies or Guidelines. 
Such an action may include, but shall not be limited to, 
expulsion, suspension, withholding of Examination Ad-
mission Forms of the Board/University, release of the 
Examination Roll No. Slips or withholding the examination 
result card issued by the Board/University particularly due 
to any of the following.
o Poor Attendance
o Non-payment of College Dues
o Poor overall Academic Record
o Default in Transport fee payment
o Failure in the College Examinations
o Misconduct
o any other reason not specifically mentioned herein

23. If the College Administration pays any amount to any Au-
thority, Board, Government Department etc. on behalf of 
any Student (s), all such amounts shall remain recovera-
ble from such Student(s) as outstanding College Dues.

24.  Sections/Roll Numbers once allotted to the students shall 
not be changed in any case.

25. Transport fee is recoverable from the students on quar-
terly basis. The fee is decided and collected by the trans-
port vendors / authorities according to distance from the 
college. No discount in transport dues can be made by 
the college authorities.

26. NOCs and College leaving certificates can only be issued 

if the student pays his/her all dues till the submission date 
of his/her application for the issuance of these.

27. Students may apply for the cancellation of their admis-
sion (subject to the permission of Principal) within 15 
days after getting admission, however no fee refund shall 
be made.

28. The provisions contained in the College Rules, Regula-
tions, Policies and Guidelines, including but not limited 
to the General & Disciplinary Rules and Admission Rules, 
and the Declaration of the Student in the College Admis-
sion Form shall collectively form a contract between the 
College Administration and the Student and shall remain 
binding till a Student is on Roll of the College. The College 
Administration shall have the right to amend and replace 
all or any of the College Rules, Regulations, Policies and 
Guidelines. Such amended or replaced provisions shall 
also remain binding till the student remains on the Roll of 
the College. The College shall be entitled to initiate legal 
proceedings, in addition to other disciplinary or adminis-
trative actions, against a Student who fails to comply with 
these binding provisions.

29. Despite all the necessary arrangements, the college is 
not responsible for any kind of mishap during college 
tours and functions.

Leave Policy

1. Leave application form is available at the college book 
shop. All types of leave application must be submitted on 
the said prescribed format prior to the leaves only along 
with copy of CNIC of any one of the parents and other 
necessary documents.

2. Leave up to three consecutive days can be submitted to 
the college at the reception desk or to the class leader 
(Teacher In charge) directly. Acceptance or rejection of 
the leave application is discretion of the respective class 
leader (Teacher In charge).

3. For the leave of more than three days, parents shall have 
to personally visit the principal office for the said request.

4. In case of medical leave, provision of medical certificate 
from a doctor shall have to be ensured along with the 
leave application and CNIC of the parents. The leave ap-
plication shall not be acceptable without the said certifi-
cate.

5. In case of the leave application for the wedding of the 
close relative, the application should also have the copy 
of wedding card enclosed. 

6. Leave application for Umrah/Hajj/any international trav-
elling, copies of passport, tickets and visas shall have 
to be produced by the parents for the acceptance of the 

application.
7. Short leaves can only be entertained at the presence of 

any one of the parents before the principal.

Fine and Penalties

1. The college dues must be paid by the due date otherwise 
Rs.100 per day fine will be imposed.

2. Every student of the College is required to be punctual 
in the class. Any student remaining absent from classes 
without proper permission for a continuous period of 06 
days, excluding holidays, shall automatically be struck off 
from the College Rolls unless the cause of absence is 
explained to the satisfaction of the Principal. In that case, 
the student may be re-admitted within 15 days (after his 
name is dropped from the College rolls) on payment of 
Re-admission Fee of Rest. 10,000 clearance of all out-
standing college dues.

3. Use of mobile phones is strictly prohibited in the college 
premises. If a student is found using mobile phone, fine 
of Rs.1000 shall be imposed on spot and mobile phone 
shall be confiscated until the receipt of fine amount is 
produced by the student. Using mobile phone in the col-
lege premises in case of second attempt after paying the 
fine amount, shall result in the fine worth Rs.3000. In 
third attempt, mobile phone shall be confiscated by the 
college and shall not be returned at all till the academic 
session ends.

4. In case of of loss or damage to the college property , 
class fixtures or lab equipment ,the expense cost of the 
said loss shall be recoverable from the student as the fine 
amount.

5. Compliance of dress code / uniform is compulsory for 
every student. Non-compliance shall result in fine Rs.100 
per Day.

6. Misbehavior with the college faculty, admin staff or secu-
rity staff is not tolerable in any case. Defaulters in such 
cases shall be suspended /stuck off from the college 
rolls.

7. A fine of Rest. 50/- per lecture will be imposed for ab-
sence without proper leave. Students have to follow the 
re-admission procedure if the name is struck off the col-
lege rolls.

8. Every student is liable to take all tests and Exams. In case 
of absence a fine of Rs. 100 per test and Rs.500 per 
paper (Major Assessments) shall be imposed.

9. Examination form shall not be accepted without the clear-
ance of all outstanding dues.
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